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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores one aspect of the potential legal

obligations which flowed from the extensive hydro electric

projects undertaken in northern Manitoba in the 1970's' lt

addresses the history of the legal relationship between

governments and non status aboriginal people in the affected

areas, in particular those people in Cross Lake and Norway

House. The thesis reviews charter, statute and case law on

the topic from 1670 until 1993, concentrating on the period

after 1930. The main argument of this thesis is that, although

federal legíslation applies to status lndians in the area, there are

no specific legal obligations to non status aboriginals in

northern Manitoba.
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CHAPTER ONE: ¡NTRODUCTION

a) The Legal Problem of Metis Land in Northern Manitoba

This thesis explores certain aspects of the legal relations between

Canada's people and its resources. The history of Canada's people has

been marked by conflicts between expansionist white societies and

Canadian aboriginals. These conflicts have intensified during disputes over

the ownership and control of Canada's resources. The conflicts have also

been made complicated by the emergence of a distinct group of people, the

Metis, identified as neither aboriginal under law nor part of the expansionist

white society. Historian J.R. Miller explains that "most of Canada's native

peoples who were in the path of development found that they were ignored

in the process of going after the resources and left out of the division of the

proceeds of their sale".1 From the time of Confederation in 1867, land and

forestry resources have been a focal point of disputes. ln the twentieth

century, minerals and water resources have become contentious issues. ln

the last twenty-five years, conflict has often centred on resource

development in Canada's north - the "last frontier" of conflict between the

expanding needs of Canadian society and the land base of Canada's

aboriginal people.

Canadian law established a unique position for aboriginals from a time

well before Confederation. The restrictions on their lives and the obligations

of governmental bodies to them have long been a part of Canadian law. At

the same time, the legal system has attempted to adapt to the needs of a

population which has often been obsessed with rapid expansion and

development. Conflicts are inherent in a legal system which ¡s trying to

1 M¡ller, J.R., Skvscrapers Hide The Heavens - A History of lndian-
White Relations in Canada (Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1989),
p.251
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accommodate these variant objectives.

Conflicts among Canadians over resource control and the place of the

Metis have been prominent during the particular time addressed in this

paper. lndeed, Manitoba entered Confederation in 187O as a result of such

conflicts. ln the years immediately prior to that date and for the decade

following the formation of Manitoba, land ownership and the rights of the

Metis constituted the most significant issues in dispute. Aboriginal groups

resented the influx of white immigrants, but ultimately were overwhelmed

by them. Control of the desirable land in the province was the key to
assumption of political and economic power by the new arrivals. Manitoba

obtained legal ownership of its natural resources in 1g30. This followed a

number of years of legal negotiations between the Canadian and Manitoban

governments. Manitoba considered control of its own resources to be

critical to economic diversification, as the provincial government was

dealing with a number of issues concerning pulpwood, mineral and water

power development.

ln the 1960's, a new philosophy of governmental involvement led to

large scale hydro-electric development in Manitoba's north. An

unprecedented level of control over resources was needed, as large port¡ons

of Manitoba's lands and waterways were altered consíderably. When the

development projects proceded, conflicts arose with citizens of Manitoba's

north, mostly aboriginals, whose homes and lifestyles had been altered

drastically by the projects. These conflicts led to lengthy negotiations

between governments which supported the development projects and

northern Manitoba aboriginals who eventually obtained compensation for

their loss of resource control. Details of these matters will be presented

later in this paper.
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ln the mid 1960's, the Manitoba Government reserved a substantial

tract of Crown land in northern Manitoba for the Nelson River power

Reserve.z Manitoba Hydro then began a scheme of water diversion which

seriously affected land whích was occupied by both status and non-status

lndians as well as Metis. Provincial authorities recognized the effects of the

flooding and, in 1977, completed the Northern Flood Agreement with the

Canadian government, Manitoba Hydro and representatives oÍ the five

lndian Bands within the Nelson River Power Reserve.3

Those individuals who occupied parts of the affected land outside the

scope of Treaties were not represented at the meet¡ngs leading to the

agreement and they received no benefits under its terms. ln particular,

many people in the communities of Norway House and Cross Lake were

descendants of indivíduals who had originally settled on theír particular

property as "squatters' without any formal legal title.¿ The property in
question had originally been acquired by Canada from the Hudson's Bay

company as part of the Rupert's Land rransfer in 1g7o.s lt was

subsequently transferred to Manitoba in 1930.6

This thesís will investigate whether the descendents of the squatters

at Norway House and Cross Lake have any claim to their lands which can

?.. Complet_e Agreement found in Ma¡itoba Hydro Collection-Legislative
Library _qlqer "Agreement between the Government of Canada represented
Þy tne Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources and The Governmènt of the
Province of Manitoba, represented by the Minister of Public Ut¡lit¡es,
February 15, 1966".
3 Northern Flood Agreement December 16, 1977
+ Squatter - Someone who occupies land without consent or licence.
Squ€tter's t¡tle - title acquired by someone who has occupied land without
paying rent or in any other way acknowled_ging superior title for so long that
!h.t perc.on lcquires indefeasible title. Dukélow, Daphne A. and ñuse,
petsy, The Dictionary of Canadian Law (Barie,Tl-romson Professionai
Publishing, 1991 ), p.101 I
5 {1868} 31-32 Vicroria c. 1os (uK) (Found in RSc 19BS App. il No.7)6 S.C. 1930 c.29 SM 1930 c.30
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be legally enforced at this time. ln particular the quest¡ons which must be

addressed are whether the Canadian government fulfilled any obligations

which it may have had to such squatters between 1B7O and 193O, whether

the Province of Manitoba inherited any trust obligations to these people in

1930, whether Manitoba and Canada effectively extinguished any of these

obligations by subsequent legislation, and whether the compensation

provided by the Government of Manitoba since 1975 sufficiently fulfilled

any obligations to the squatters at Norway House and Cross Lake.

This thesis is not focussed on aboriginals who are residing on reserve

land. lt will concentrate on non status aboriginals who are residing either

on land registered under the Manitoba Torrens system or on Provincial

Crown land.

A great deal of historical material exists concerning the question of

native land claims, breaches of Treaty obligations, and the socioeconomic

aspects of modern aboriginal life in Canada. Much of this material is quite

current. There is a substantial body of historical work which traces the

various problems which aboriginal groups have encountered with

Governmental bodies and analyses have been made concerning the actual

status of Treaties and similar agreements. ln the past several decades,

aboriginal issues have involved passionate arguments concerning whether

the aboriginal "first nations" of Canada have, in fact, ever surrendered their

sovereign status. Entitlement to an "inherent" right of self government has

become a popular political issue.T

7 See Cassidy, Frank, Aboriginal Title in British Columbia: Delgamuukw
v. The Oueen (Winnipeg, Oolichan Books and The lnstitute For Research on
Public Policy, 1992), Clark, Bruce Native Liberty, Crown Sovereignty - The

in Can (Montreal, McGill-
Oueen's Univeristy Press, 1992) and Sprague, D.N., Canada and The Metis
1869 - 1885 (Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1988)
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The purpose of this thesis is not to enter political or socioeconomic

debates that are so elaborately documented elsewhere, such as the works

which have been cited. Similarly, it is not the purpose of this work to

analyze in painstaking detail each of the various developments which have

taken place regarding aboriginal land claims in Manitoba and elsewhere in

Canada. This thesis will attempt to provide a coherent legal position which

will address the question of whether there are any outstanding legal

obligations of any governments owed to the non-status lndians in Cross

Lake and Norway House whose ancestors originally were "squatters" on the

property.

b) Geography of the Nelson River Basin

Knowledge regarding the geography of the area in question is

essential in order to comprehend the process set in motion by the creation

of the Nelson River Power Reserve.

The entire scheme was based on the objective of providing more

water to the Nelson River in order to facilitate its flow from the northern end

of Lake Winnipeg to the point where it empties into Hudson Bay. This was

to be accomplished by two steps. The f¡rst step was to divert the Chruchill

River into the Nelson River. The Churchill River would be damned at the

end of South lndian Lake, and diverted through the Rat River and Burntwood

River into the Nelson River. The second step was to regulate the level of

Lake Winnipeg. The Nelson River actually drains an area of approximately

414,OOO square miles extending from the foothills of the Rocky Mountains

to within twelve miles of Lake Superior.s The Premier of Manitoba pointed

I Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board Background
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out in a subsequent letter to communit¡es affected by the diversion that "the

Nelson River is the single greatest natural source of electric power that the

Province of Manitoba has".s The biggest factor in its ability to generate

power was that on its 410 mile route from Lake Winnipeg to Hudson Bay,

the level of the river descended 713 feet.lo Ordinarily, its level was higher

in the summer months than during the w¡nter months. The idea of
regulating the level of Lake Winnípeg at the point where it flowed into the

Nelson River was to hold back some water in the late summer and fall and

then allow it to flow into the Nelson River in the winter months when the

demands for hydro-electric power were greatest. tt is common sense that,
if these objectives were accomplished, there were potential effects on

communities surrounding the Nelson River.

ln fact, a total of 528,000 acres of land in Northern Manitoba were

flooded by the diversion of the Churchill River into the Nelson River and the

increased outflow of Lake Winnipeg into the Nelson River. This included

nineteen per cent of the land on the lndian Reserves of Cross Lake, Norway

House, Split Lake, Nelson House and york Factory.rr

The community of Norway House is located on the east channel of
the Nelson River approximately eighteen miles north of the natural outlet of
Lake winnipeg. ln the early 1970's, the population was approximately

3000 of which roughly two-thirds were registered Cree lndians. The

remaining 1000 people were non registered lndians and Metis except for a
small group of transient professional persons, mainly in the medía, health

Documents and lnter.im Reports, Technical Report, Appendix l, prefaceI Premier Ed_schreyei to Residents ot cioJi'lai<ä ano r.l'oiwäv House -January 91, 197b, Manitoba. H.ydro coilection, tegistai¡ué lioiãrv-'10 Lake winniq"g. Churchill'and Nelson niúeribtuov e"åio, iechnicat
Report, Appendix | #24 p.3 - 111 Northern Flood_Agreemelt, 4 s_ummary of the Agreement, lssues &Obligations, lndian & Noithern Affairs Canada, b-
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and educational fields.12 The community of Cross Lake is located on the

southeast shore of the body of water which is also referred to as Cross

Lake, lt is located forty-five miles north of Norway House and seventy-

seven miles south of Thompson, Manitoba. tn the early 1970's the

population of Cross Lake was approximately 2OOO permanent residents, of

which 1770 were reg¡stered lndians and the remaining 23O were non-

registered lndíans or Metis.l3 The populated areas of Cross Lake were

scattered throughout lndian Reserve #19 and adjacent Crown lands. The

settlement basically extended for six miles along the east shore and four

miles along the west shore of the Nelson River where it intersected with the

lake.la

c) The Metis in Canadian History

lndians have always occupied a special legal status in western

Canada from the time of Confederation. This will be explored in some detail

throughout this paper. However, the position of people described as

"Metis" in Canada has always been more unclear. The term itself has often

been used quite loosely. Some historians have confined the term to the

offspring of lndian mothers and French Canadian "voyageurs" who came to

Western Canada in the pursuit of fur trading. These historians have used a

number of other terms including "native born" and "country born' to
describe the offspring of lndian mothers and English or English Canadian fur

traders or settlers. ln this paper the term Metis will be used to descríbe the

12 Lake Winnipeg, Churchill & Nelson Rivers Study Board
Canada/Manitoba 1971-75 Technical.Report p.6 - 6. 'The 

terms concerning
aboriginals will be explained later in the papei.
13 lbid, p.6-5
14 cross Lake community Profile Technicar Report # b, Manitoba
Department of Northern Affairs, June 1974
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offspring of any unions between tndians and non-lndians. This more closely
follows the definition of Metis in a teading Canadian legal dictionary which
says that the term means "a person of mixed white and lndian blood having

not less than one quarter lndian blood but does not include either an lndían

or a non-Treaty lndian as defined in the lndian Act".1s

ln Manitoba, the original Metis were predominantly a product of
French Canadian fathers and lndian mothers. This began to change after
the 1821 union of the Hudson's Bay company and the North west
company. A number of former Hudson's Bay company emproyees

remained in Manitoba after their employment with HBC ceased. when
combined with the fact that a number of English speaking settlers were now
permanent residents of the Red River Colony at the present day site of
Winnipeg, this resulted in a larger number of Metis who were the product of
lndian mothers and English fathers. By the time that Manitoba entered

Confederation in 187o there were approximately 9,700 Metis from a total
population of approximately 1 1,3OO.16

This thesís will describe in detail the legislation adopted by
governments to deal with lndians. ln particular, the basic authority to
legislate regarding lndians has remained wíth the Federal Government. The

essential component of the Federal scheme of dealing with lndians has been

the reserve system. Tracts of land, the legal t¡tle to which remain vested in

the Crown, have been set apart by the Crown for the use and benefit of
lndian bands. The more difficult topic, one which this paper addresses,

concerns the rights of people with lndian blood who have not been able to

15.._. Dukelow, Dicrionary of.ganadian lalw p.63b. see also Foster, JohnE, "The Metis: tn..t.-o ,-ã,1-Slg pi. zg_gO16 Census results fóund in Spragu", D
1885, p.45
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derive the benefits of the reserve system. The fundamental d¡fference in

attitude of governments towards lndians and Metis has been set out by

noted Manitoba historian W. L. Morton, who said:

The Treaty lndian on reserve was the responsibílity of the

Federal government ... but lndians who left the reserves, as

they were doing in some numbers, and the great bulk of the

Metis, indistinguishable except in law from their blood relatives,

the lndians, were a provincial responsibility, like any other

citizens in distress.tT

Despite Morton's assertion, the legal status of Metis has not actually

been clearly accepted by the governments involved. Manitoba was created

as a province where all "free men" were free to participate ¡n a system of
self government. lndians were classified differently. They were given land

grants, i.e. reserves, and basically were placed in a different tegal position.

This thesis will describe that, although the Metis díd not receive the legal

status of lndians, their children did receive land grants under the Manitoba

Act "towards the extinguishment of the lndian title".t8

The Metis at Cross Lake and Norway House were not given reserve

land or any other land pursuant to lndian title. They basically remained

under the jurisdíction of the Government of Canada until the area became

part of the Province of Manitoba in 1912. Many of them continued to live

on Crown land which did not pass to Manitoba control until 1g30. After

that tíme, the Government of Canada assumed responsibility only for those

individuals who had status under the lndian Act.ls Metis in the area were

17 Morton, w._L^., Manlt=o=ba:=A History (2nd ed,) (Toronto, university ofToronto Press, 1979), pp.ag3-ag4 -----
18 Manitoba Act (1870) 33 Vict. C.3 S.3119 RSC 1985, c.t-6
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the responsibility of the Government of Manitoba.

Until the Constitution Act 198220 clarified that aboriginal peoples of
Canada included Metis as well as the lndians and lnuit people, their situation
was generally treated dífferently than lndians. Since 1982, it has become

clear that legislation which purports to deat with aboriginal rights must also

consider those of Metís people. This seems to stretch the definition of
aboriginals, such as that contained in recent canadian dictionaries, beyond

the one presumed by society and law before 1982. Aboriginals have been

defined as "the first original or indigenous inhabitants of a country,'.2r
lndígenous people had been defined as those "living or occurring naturally in
a particular region or environment".22 Nonetheless, it is clear that the
treatment of Metis until 1982 has been significantly d¡fferent from that of
registered lndians. lt is on the basis of this difference that the discussions
in this thesis will proceed.

d) The Torrens System Of Land Holdings

This thesis deals in some depth with the legal position of peopte who
are basically making claims for ¡nterests in land which are not registered.

This situation must be assessed in light of the relevant real property law of
Canada and Manitoba.

By virtue of the Real Property Act of 1885, which received assent on

May 2 0f that year2s, Manitoba came under the "Torrens" system of land

holding. The system was named after Sir Robert Torrens, a l gth century
20 Constitution Act (19S2) c. 1t (U.K.)
?1 Dukelow, pictiong.ry of Canadiañ fáw p.222 (Markham Thomas Allen &Sons, 1985), p.614
23 S.M. 1BB5 C. 28
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Australian who was a customs house clerk in South Australia. Although a

non lawyer, he was able to dev¡se a "simpler and more certain system of
transfer of land ... than the old English practice of conveyancing then in
voguen.24 The system was adopted in Australia in 1856 and rapidly spread

to New Zealand and all of Australasia. lt was adopted ín Great Brítain in

187525 and by several Canadian provinces including Manitoba in 1ggb.26

The two principal evils that the new system was to address were the

length of time between the formation of the contract and the actual sale of
the land and also the process of investigation which was required

concerning the land title each time the property was sold or mortgaged. A
scholar knowledgeable with the implementation of the system once

explained that "the chief benefit of the system was the indefeasible nature

of the t¡tle obtained, together with the speed and certainty of transfer and

the abrogat¡on of the necessity of abstracts of title".27 ln other words, once

title has been obtained under the Torrens system, there can be no challenge

to its legal validity.

A modern legal scholar has stated that there are basically three

fundamental principles of the land holding system:

1) lndefeasibility of rirle;

2l compulsory registration of all transactions regarding the land;

3) Compensation for loss of any rights as a result of failure of the

system.28

The concept of a title granted under the Torrens system as

2-!, Jones, He.rbert c_.1^ Transfer of Land(Toronto,Carswell & Co. 1 886);f25 38-39 Vict.C.B7
26 S.M. 1885 c.28 Received27 Jones,
28 Sterk, John,

1 885
, p.1

al Assent May 2,

Co. Ltd. 1981), pp.3-4
(Toronto, Carswell
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indefeasible is based on two ideas which are widely noted in legal circles as

the "mirror" and "curtain" principles. The mirror principle stipulated that the

cert¡ficate of title accurately reflects all interests regarding the property at a
part¡cular point in time and that "nothing incapable of reflection appears on

the certificate of title, and it does not perm¡t consideration of unregistered

interests in the land even though they may be capable of registration,,.2s

The curtain principle "ensures that a prospective purchaser or person

intending to acquire an interest in land can rety on the certificate of title as

the sole source for determining the existing interests in the land and

therefore he need not look beyond it".30 ln short. once property is brought

under the Torrens system, the certif¡cate of title on file in the particular

registry office sets out all interests in the property at a part¡cular time. Only

those interests shown on the certificate of title are legally enforceable. No

further investigations are required.

The foundation for the ímplementation of the Torrens system in
Manitoba was established in 1883. ln June of that yeat, Beverley Jones, a

solicitor for the Canadian Permanent Loan and Savings Company, travelled

to Winnipeg on behalf of an organization known as the Canada Land Law

Amendment Association. Although ¡t is stated that "the people and the bar

of Manitoba knew little of the benefits of the proposed reform"31, it soon

received warm acceptance by the authorities in Manitoba. A Manitoba

branch of the Canada Land Law Amendment Association was soon formed

and within two years legislation had been passed by both the Manitoba

Legislature and the House of commons. Manitoba Attorney General c. E.

Hamilton was the driving force at the provincial level and Member of
29 lbid, p.3
30 lbid, p.4
31 Jones, The Torrens System of Transfer of Land , p.221
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Parliament Dalton Mccarthy took the federal initiative.

The Manitoba authorities were very open to any system which

involved greater certainty in real estate transactions. Land was a valuable

commodity, particularly with the influx of new settlers in what was in large

part still a frontier society. At the federal level, it has been pointed out that

the Canadian Government was pre-occupied with matters involving the

Canadian Pacific Railway which resulted in a session of "undue length" so

that the implementation of the Torrens land holdíng systems in Ontario and

Manítoba did not receive detailed consideration and d¡d not result in
substantial debate.s2

An observer at the time noted that "by one stroke was the last

vest¡ge of the feudal system swept away from the virgin soil of our western

prairies, and a cheap, easy and expeditious method of land transfer

introduced".33 A contemporary observer might welt add that the

introduction of the new system also assured control of the land against the

Metis.

Once land has been brought under the Torrens system, it appears that

any unregistered interest being claimed by a squatter or the descendant of
any squatter would definitely be unenforceable. People wishing to establish

claims through squatting or, as is more appropriately described,

"occupancy", must base their claim on the time that the property was

brought into the Torrens system after surveys were completed.

An examination of the provisions of the original Real Property Act of
1885 indicates that Section 1 27 is the key portion of that statute regarding

the subject matter of this paper. That section reads as follows:

32
33

lbid, p.223
lbid, p,222
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Any certificate of title issued upon the first bringing of land under the

provisions of this Act, and every certif¡cate of title íssued in respect

of the same land, or any part thereof to any person claiming or

deriving title under or through the applicant owner shall be void as

against the title or any person adversely in actually occupation of, and

rightly entitled to such land or any part thereof, at the time when

such land was so brought under the provisions of this Act, and

continuing in such occupation at the time of any subsequent

certificate of title being issued in respect of the said land, but every

such certificate shall be valid and effectual as against the title of any

other person whomsoever.34

Ouite clearly, this section indicates a t¡tle to property when the land was

initially brought into the Torrens system is not valid against the interests of
a person who actually occupied the property and was entitled to occupy it
at the time that the land was brought under the Torrens system. The initial

title under the Torrens system is valid against every other potential claimant.

The situation became even more clear at the time that the Manitoba

Statutes were revised in 1913. The two relevant sections of that Real

Property Act are 82 and 83 which read as follows:

82 Every certificate of title shall be void as against the title of any person

adversely in occupation and rightly entitled to the land at the time

when such land was brought under the new system and who

continues in such occupation.

83 After land has been brought under this Act, no title thereto adverse or

in derogation to the t¡tle of the registered owner shall be acquired by

34 s.M. 1895, C.29,5.127
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any length of possession merely.3s

The relevant sections of the Real Property Act at the present time are

quite similar to those contaíned in the 1gi3 revísion. section 61(1) and

61{-21 of the present Real property Act read:

61(1)Every cert¡f¡cate of t¡tle is void as against the title of a person

adversely in actual occupat¡on of, and rightly entitled to, the land at

time the land was brought under the new system, and who contínues

in such occupat¡on.

61(2)After land has been brought under this Act, no title thereto adverse to,

or in derogation of, the t¡tle of the registered owner is acquired by

any length of possessíon merely.36

Any Manitobans attempting to br¡ng real property claims on the basis of
occupancy of the land must prove that the¡r right to occupy was valid at the

time that surveys were completed and the particular property was first
registered under the Torrens system. Otherwise, claims brought on any

basís other than the Torrens reg¡strat¡on system have no basis.

As mentioned previousry, the land in the area of cross Lake and

Norway House did not come under Manitoba control until 1912. Crown

land in the region (in particular, reserve land) ís still not subject to the

Torrens system of registration. The other land in the area did become part

of the Torrens system as soon as the surveys were completed.

e) Theories of Legal History

This paper seeks to present an

Modern Canadian legal history tends to

historical problem on a legal basis.

expand the parameters of the topic

35 RSM 1913, C.17, SS.g2_8336 RSM 1ggg, c. R30, 5.61
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to a point where the foundation is often obliterated. Numerous authors

have written and expounded at great lengths on the sociological aspects of

this situation. lt is crucial to conduct the debate with understanding of the

legal basis.

It has been pointed out by one modern Canadian historian that a great

deal of recent Canadian legal history concerns a debate regarding style. The

key element of the debate is how legal history should be written. The two

major options are what this historian refers to as the "traditionat" one, with

emphasis on doctrine and institutional description, and the second one

which concerns itself more with the effect of political, economic and social

change.37 Another modern Canadian legal historian adopts an approach

which draws a distinction between "internal" and "external" history.

lnternal history involves a study of sources which are legal in nature in order

to describe or explain legal concepts. External history places the emphasis

on the social context of the law and its social effects. The author in

question, David H. Flaherty, presents a dualism which is quite relevant to

the present discussion.3s ln their introduction to the book edited by

Flaherty, his approach is very concisely described by Brendan O'Brien and

Peter Oliver:

Professor Flaherty makes an important distinction between

internal and external legal h¡story. The former focuses on areas

such as the legal profession, the judiciary and the analysis of

judicial decisions which are unmistakably regar in nature, and

?7 Reid, JohnPhillip, "The Layers of western Legal History" in John
Mclaren, Hamar Foster and chet orloff, Law For thõ Elephant. Law for The

Canadian Plaíns Research Center, tg93), p.23
(Regina,

.3_8 Flah.erty, David A. (ed), Essays in The History of canadian Law
(Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 198jl-
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analyzes them primarily in terms of strictly defined legar

processes and concerns. External legal history is far more

interested in the broader relationships between the law and the

larger society, and at time legal hístory of the external variety

shades into more general social or economic history.ss

working within the confines of the Flaherty and Reid distinctions, this thesis
attempts to provide a coherent "internat' legal history. lt will also be quite
"traditional' in its focus. tn so doing, an attempt is made to fill a vacuum in
the studies made in this area of research and to avoid unessent¡al debates

concerning aspects which are not entirely relevant.

One justification for this tradit¡onal and internal approach may be

found in the work of R.C.B. Risk. another prominent Canadian legal

historian. Risk has stated that "the problem with the leading twentieth
century canadian historians of the 1g3o - 1g7o era, however, is that the
grand hypotheses they advanced to explain the origins of Canada essentially

ignore the legal dimension".& He goes on to explain that the modern

Canadian historians are paying "relatively l¡ttle attention to our legal

traditions".ar The explanation which he offers for this situation is that
"major interpreters of the canadian past regard the regar system as

secondary and passive rather than an instrumental and dynamic aspect of
historical development".42 This work hopes to address in part the concern
raised by Professor Risk. There will be an examination of the relevant legal

situation during different periods in Canadian history. The discussion of the
39 O'Brien, Brendan and Oliver, Peter N., lntroduction to Flaherty, Essaysil_The History of Canadian Law, o.x40 Risk, R.c.B., "A. l1o^soectui ror canadian Legar History" (1g73) 1Dalhousie Law Journat 229)found in Ftahéity;@
Canadian Law, p.9
41 lbid, p.10
42 tbld
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legal situation will take place within the context of the interplay between

resource development and the problems confronting aboriginal people. The

law will be shown as an active force in canadian history.

Much of the debate concerning form in legal history centers around a

sense of skepticism concerníng the motive of the law itsetf. This in turn is

fed by the particular political/economic philosophy of the historian. The

accepted pioneer in legal history is J. Willard Hurst, who stated quite simply

in his major book on the topic ln 1950 that "no factors bore so powerfully

upon the legal order or so much shaped its problems, as the maín currents

in the growth of the economy".43 This seems to be the starting point for

the debate.

ln a leading work on legal history published in 1975 under the name

Albion's Fatal Tree,aa Professor Douglas Hay rendered the opínion that "the

private manipulation of the law by the wealthy and powerful was in truth a

ruling class conspiracy, in the most exact meaning of the word".45 He went

on to explain that "a rulíng class organizes its power in the state. The

sanction of the state is force, but it is force that is legitimized, however

imperfectly, and therefore the state dears arso in ideologies".+o

This view of the law found support among other modern historians,

particularly those who view history through a Marxist perspective. peter

Linebaugh stated that "law had in itself ideological importance as well as

functional purposes that largely served the class interests of the elite".a7

I3 Hurst, J. willard, TIre Grgwth of 4nerican Law: The Law Makers(Boston, Little, Brown & Co., 1g5g¡,þ¿[6-
1* , H.y1.Douglas,.Linebau_gh, peter, Rule, John G, Thompson, E.p. andWinslow, Cal,wtnstow, cat, Albion's Fatal Tree - crime &
(L_ondon, University of London PressJETS]45 lbid, p.52
46 lbid, p.62
!.7 Lineb_augh, Pe-ter, "(Marxist).Social History and (Conservative) LegalHistory: A Repty ro Professor Langbein" 60 wew vort únivãiiiw iãw
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Adrian Merritt stated that the "rule of law is a slogan - a part of the ideology

of capitalísrn".48 He went on to explain this reductionist view of law by

claiming that:

to contrast the rule of law to arbitrary power indicates an

acceptance of bourgeois ideology ... a view which does not

envisage or desire the possibility of a society where the

elimination of class and its antagonisms and imperatives will

allow humankind to dispense with what we know as a legal

system'4s

Another noted historian, Mortin Horwitz, states that the legal system

became distorted when the entrepreneurial class 'began to forge an alliance

with the legal profession to advance their own interests through a

transformation of the legal system".50

A similar argument has been made for canada by an aboriginal

Canadian historian, James Youngblood Henderson. His claim is that the

aboriginal peoples of Canada have been forced into acceptance of the

Canadian legal system. Henderson bases his claim on the fact that the

Canadian legal system was always incompatible for aboriginals. He reasons

that:

any unitary view of judicial interpretation confuses the status of

interpretation with the status of political domination. lt
legitimizes the use of force to maintain a certain privileged

position. ln the history of canada the immigrant democracies

Review, p.243
g Merritt, Adrian, "The Nature and Function of Law: A Criticism of E. p.
Thompson's_'-Whigs and Hunters'" in the ar¡tish Journal of Lãwãñd Society'7, 1980, p.2OB
49 lbid
50 Horwitz, Morton, The Transf I

(Cambridge, Harvard Univers¡ty press,
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have held the indigenous people hostage. Arthough asserting a

regulative function that permits a life of law rather than

violence, the courts have ignored the terms of the aboriginal

and treaty rights and indigenous legal order to wrap itself

around the mantle of British political traditions and law.sl

He says that, to the aboriginal peoples, law 'is regarded by the indigenous

mind as a spiritual force, like instinct to the animat world and gravity to the

scientific community".s2 ln effect, the Canadian legal system was

incompatible with aboriginal culture, and therefore should be set aside in

favour of a system based on aboriginal traditions. The conclusion of legal

historíans like Henderson is aligned with the so-called "Genovese School" of

legal historians who argue that law is "primarily the story of who rides

whom and how"s3.

It seems to be pointless to conduct a debate concerning points such

as these raised by critical modernists, because they judge the past by

modern political and socio-economic preferences. What good can possibly

be achieved for the advancement of aboriginal people as we approach the

twenty-first century to lament the bases of the legal system of bygone

years? The fact remains that Canadians must operate w¡th¡n the guidelines

established by the legal system as we find it. Similarly, we must move

beyond the conclusion of Professor Horwitz that the legal system is 'an

instrument for the direct promotion of economic growth".54 lt seems much

more rational to adopt a conclusion of the historian, E. p. Thompson, also a

51 Henderson, James Youngblood, "First Nations Legal lnheritance" in
University of Manitoba's Canadian Legal History project #g'l-5, p.4152 lbid, p.35
53 Fox-Genovese,Elizabeth, and Genovese, Eugene, "The political crisis
of Social-History: A l\4axian Perspective" in The Jburnal of Social History
Volume 10, Winter 1976, p.219
54 Flaherty, David A. (ed), Essays in the History of canadian Law. p.14
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Marxist but of the humanist school, who stated that "the rule of law itself,

the imposing of effective inhibitions upon power and the defence of the
citizen from power's all-inclusive claims, seems to me to be an unqualified

human good".ss

It may be the case that no school of legal history is adequate to form
a basis to advance the claims of the individuals in the region of Cross Lake

and Norway House. lf an attempt is made to say that canadian law

supports them, it is submitted that such a claim is invatid. lf the claim is

made that one should disregard the state of the law because the basis of
the law is somehow perverted by the motives of the law makers, the debate

becomes unsolvable. lt serves to support the proposítion that any solution

to the problems of these people must come from an analysis of the
sociological and economic considerations of the present time.

Nonetheless, history of any sort cannot be studied in a tegal vacuum.

An analysis of legal institutions, legislation and case law must be considered

when trying to comprehend the general society of the period being studied.

However, an argument concerning who was to benefit most from the
particular state of the legal system at the time does not detract from the

meaning, if not the ¡ustness, of the law itself.

The rest of this thesis will address the application of the Canadían

legal system to the development of natural resources in Manitoba. This

approach will determine the legal status of potential occupancy claims at

Cross Lake and Norway House. We must first examíne the characteristics

of Canadian law and then focus on the historical developments concerning

land, mineral rights and water resources in Manitoba.

55^^^Thompson, 8.p., whigs and Hunters (London, Allen Lane, 1g7sl,p.266
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CHAPTER TWO: CANADTAN LEGAL |NST|TUT|ONS
AND THE SOURCES OF CANADIAN LAW

a) what Legal lnstitutions Exist and what Law Are They Apptying?

ln a traditional, internal form of legal history, a basic understanding of

the legal institutions is crucial. The civíl law systems of the Canadian

provinces, with the exception of Ouebec, are similar. Trials take place with

individual witnesses giving evidence before a judge in courts which are

referred to as Provincial Supreme Courts or Courts of Oueen's Bench. A
party which is dissatisfied with a judgment rendered after a trial has a right

to launch an appeal to the Court of Appeal in the particular province. At the

Appeal Court level, cases are not retried. Written briefs are presented to a
panel of three or five judges and counsel then present oral arguments based

on the¡r written submissions. The Court of Appeal will then render its

judgment which is always accompanied by written reasons. Sometímes the

judgment is unanimous. On other occasions a judge or judges who cannot

agree w¡th the majority decision will write a dissenting judgment. Although

their comments are often interesting and influential, in ways whích will be

explained below, they do not form part of the precedent for which the

judgment stands.

A party which is not satisfied with the decision of a Court of Appeal

can seek leave to appeal to the supreme court of canada. The right to
such an appeal is not automatic. The Supreme Court will consider written

submissíons made by counsel for the various parties and will then determine

whether the case should be tried by the Supreme Court of Canada in a full

appeal. On a practical basis, Appeal Court decisions which have strong

dissents are more likely to be heard by the Supreme Court of Canada if

leave is sought. The existence of a strong dissent certainty indicates that
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the particular Court of Appeal was not unanamous in its view of the

particular law and the dissent certainly sets out the opinion held by certain

members of the Court of Appeal on the subject. The format in the Supreme

Court of Canada is virtually the same as in the particular Courts of Appeal.

Ordinarily, panels consist of five, seven, or nine members of the Supreme

Court of Canada. Judgments are sometimes unanimous. However, there

are numerous situations in which one or more dissenting opinions are

rendered. Although they do not form part of the precedent for which the

case stands, they are often ammunition for future cases which relate to the

same topic.

Until 1949, parties which d¡d not agree with the decision of the

Supreme Court of Canada had the right to appeal to the Judicial Comm¡ttee

of the Privy Council in Great Britain. The Privy Council was a large body

whose members were appointed by the Prime Minister. The Judicial

Committee consisted of those members of the Privy Council who were

judges. The authority of the Jud¡cial Committee extended back to the days

of the British Empire when it was the final appeal court from every colony.

Since 1949 in Canada, the Supreme Court of Canada has been the court of
final resort.

These institutions apply the law in canada, but what are

According to canadian jurisprudence, there are three sources

Proclamations from the sovereign, legislation,and common law.

Proclamations are simply declarations from the sovereign power in the

state. They were much more common prior to the twentieth century and

were often used in Britian in times of war or with regard to colonial

business.

Legislation refers to any creat¡on of a law-making body, including

the sources?

of law, Royal
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statutes passed by legislatures or parliaments, regulations passed pursuant

to the terms of statutes, by-laws made by corporat¡ons created by provincial

legislation, and also orders-in-council. The term order-in-council refers to
any order made by the Lieutenant Governor of a province or the Governor

General of Canada with the advice of his or her particular council. ln the
case of a provincial government, the council is referred to as the Executive

Councí|. lt consists of the premier and members of the provincial cabinet.

ln the Federal realm, the council is referred to as the privy Councit. lt
consists of the prime minister and federal cabinet ministers as well as other
individuals who are members primarily for ceremonial purposes.

Common law refers to precedents established by decisions of the

courts following tr¡als or appeals. lt is contrasted to statute law. Common

law relies for its authority on the decisions of the courts and is recorded in
the law reports as decisions of judges together with the reasons for their

decisions.

Of the three sources of law, legislation and proclamat¡ons must be

considered primary in determining the legal situation at any point in
Canadian history. The common law is applicable only in the absence of
direct legislation on the subject. One Canadian legal historian has noted:

the cornerstone of the English and canadian legal systems is

the supremacy of parliament. Thus the common law governs

only so long as parliament has not spoken directly to a given

point, but when parliament does speak, its definition of the law

governs.s6

Accordíngly, this work will first review proclamations and statutes and then

Bruce,
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it will examine the common law.

b) Relevant Proclamations

There is one proclamation of the British Sovereign which relates

directly to the region in question. The entire present day Province of

Manitoba was part of the large area ceded by King Charles ll of Britain by

way of Letters Patent to the Governor and Company of Adventurers of

England, Trading lnto Hudson's Bay, otherwise known as the Hudson's Bay

Company. The Letters Patent issued on May 2, 1670 granted:

unto the said company and their successors the sole trade and

commerce of all those seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes, creeks,

and sounds in whatsoever latitude they should be, that lay

within the straits commonly called Hudson's Straits together

w¡th all the lands and territories upon the countries, coasts and

confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers, creeks and sounds

aforesaid.sT

fn effect, the Hudson's Bay Company received a grant of all the lands

whose waters drained into Hudson Bay, and the land remained the property

of the Company for two hundred years.

There has been a great deal of discussion concerning the applicability

of the Royal Proclamation of 1763, occasionally referred to as the "lndian

Bill of Rights", to var¡ous situations involving aboriginal issues. lt is clear,

however, that this proclamation, issued at the end of the Seven Years War,

did not apply to any part of the property which had been granted to the

57 Set our in the Ruperr's Land Acr (1868) 31-32 Victoria C.105 (U.r.)
p.22, C.2
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Hudson's Bay Company and which became known as Rupert's Land. The

relevant port¡on of the Proclamation reads as follows:

and we do further declare it to be our Royal will and pleasure,

for the present as aforesaid, to reserve under our sovereignty,

protection, and Domínion, for the use of the said lndians, all

the lands and territories not included within the limits of our

said three new Governments (ie ouebec, east Florida or west

Florida) or within the limits of the terrítory granted to the

Hudson's Bay Company (ie Rupert's Land¡.se

As if the Proclamation was not clear enough, the question of its
application to Rupert's Land was dealt with ¡n 1966 by the Supreme Court

of Canada in the case of Sigeareak E1-53 v. The Oueenss. ln a unanimous

decision, the Supreme Court held that the Royal Proclamation never applied

to any part of Rupert's Land. Speaking for the Court, Mr. Justice Hall

stated that:

The Proclamation specifically excrudes territory granted to the

Hudson's Bay company and there can be no question that the

region in question was within the area granted to the Hudson's

Bay company. Accordingly, the proclamat¡on does not and

never did apply to the region in question and the judgments to

the contraty ate not good law.6o

Historically, the Company had been legally responsible for all aspects

of the administration of the area and was authorized, in the words of one

recent Canadian legal historian, "to make, ordain and constitute such and so

58 ^_Royal Proclamation of 1763 Found in RSC 1g7o Appendix ll No. 1p.127
59 t19661 SCR 645
60 lbid, p.650
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many reasonable laws, constitutions, orders and ordnances as ... shall seem

necessary and conveníent for the good government of the said company,

and of all governors of colonies".61 As time went on, status of ,,the law" in

Rupert's Land was peculiar. As described succinctly by one recent
canadian legal historian, 'in truth, the Hudson's Bay company was less an

agent of London than a law unto ¡tself or, at least, the generator of an

autonomous system of customary law".62

It appears to be accepted by Canadian legat historians, therefore, that
the British laws of 1670 applied to Rupert's Land unt¡l such time as they
were amended. The Canada Jurisdiction Act of 18O3 was passed in order
to extend the jurisdiction of the court of Justice in the provinces of Lower

and Upper Canada to neighboring regions which formed part of British North
America.63 The focus was the administration of criminal law. However, the
legislation was very vague regarding chartered rights and the territoríes of
the Hudson's Bay company. ln any event, the legislation was never

enforced in Rupert's Land. lt should be noted that this tegislation was
passed during a time when there was rampant abuse of the criminal law in

the period when the Hudson's Bay company was battring the North west
Company for control of the fur trade.

ln 1815 the Hudson's Bay Company codified the criminal law in
Rupert's Land in a form identical to the criminal law of England. This was

deemed necessary by virtue of the fact that the Hudson's Bay company had

granted a large tract of land in the Red River Valley to Lord Selkirk in order
that he could form a settlement. Part of the terms of the transaction was

61 Bindon, Kathryn M., "Hudson's Bay company Law: Adam Thom andthe lnstitution of Order in Rupert's Land íSã9-d4; ín David Ãl Ëlunäny,
p.50 -62Reid,Johnpn'¡ttl.@VvesternLegalHistory'',p.31

63 canada Jurisdiction A* lriog 4C Ge;;s; illileo3) c'ì,3é [ùk.l
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that Lord serkirk had to provide rand for retired Hudson,s Bay company
emPloyees.64

Following the union of the Hudson's Bay company and the North
west company in 1821, the British crown awarded a trad¡ng monopoty to
the amalgamated company for a further twenty-one year period on the basis
that the company undertook to improve the condition of lndians involved in
the fur trade and to punish all criminal offences committed by Company
€mployes5.0s ln 1822, the Hudson's Bay company passed a series of
regulations which deemed the Governors of the Northern and southern
departments of Rupert's Land and the. Governor of Assiniboia to be

competent to administer justice with their counsellor. Each region was to
have a sheriff.eo ln 1838, the British crown granted a further twenty-one
year monopoly to the company and included a ctause in the agreement
specifically requiring the company to promote settlement..T

ln 1851, legislation was passed to clarify that the law of England as

of that time (ie. the t¡me of the start of the reign of oueen Victoria) applied
in Rupert's Land.68 This code was revised in 1g62.6s

The administration of the regar system in Rupert's Land was
substantially updated in 1839 when, for the first time, a full time position of
recorder was created. The recorder was the first individual with formal legal
training to be involved in the administration of justice in Rupert,s Land.

64 Found in Bindon, Kathryn M., "Hudson's Bay company Law..."pp.44-45
65 lbid, p.46
66 "Resolutions passed At A General court of rhe Hudson,s Bay
9.otpj-nyl'^lYqv 29, 1822 and accepted uv coroìial secretã;y l"ã'BathurstMay 31 , 1822. Found in Bindon, rãiniyn'lul-.1 ;H,ärãn:;b;i õó,ipänvLaw", pp.46-47
67 lbid. o.4968 luio. b.os69 lojo, b.zo
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Because of his unique background, ¡t has been stated the 'he thus acted not

only as legal advisor but also as formulator of court rules, generat counsel

and author of ordinances'.70 According to legal historian Kathryn M.

Bindon, both the company and the residents had particular reasons for

applauding a more organized legal system. she pointed out why this was

so:

the company required a more regular judicial system for the

maintenance and protection of its monopoly over the fur trade.

The community, on the other hand, was sensit¡ve to its own

internal social needs and saw the institution of a more

traditional legal administration as a means of curbing the

Company's author¡ty.71

Despite the fact that the Hudson's Bay Company remained in complete legal

control, the basis was established for the implementation of a British system

of justice.

cl Applícable Legislation

The first applicable legislation involved the Hudson's Bay Company's

surrender to the Oueen of its entire grant of land by virtue of the Rupert,s

Land Act of 1868.22 According to Section 3 of the Act, the transfer would

not be effective unt¡l the property could be conveyed to canada. This

would take place when Her Majesty approved the terms embodied in an

address from both Houses of the Canadian Parliament pursuant to Section

146 of the British North America Act 1867.73 Under the provisions of The

70 lbid, p.5O
71 lbid, p.43
72 (1868) 31-32 Victoria C. 10S (U.r.)
73 tbid, s.10
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Temporary Government of Rupert's Land Act passed in 1869, all existing

laws remained in force subject to the "terms and conditions of such

admission approved of by the Oueen".74 By virtue of an lmperial order-in-

council of June 23, 187O, Rupert's Land was admitted into and became part

of Canada effective July 15, 1870.7s

The order in council is a concise seven page document. lt sets out

the legal status of the negotiations involving Rupert's Land and the North-

Western Territory which were held with the United Kingdom and Canada.

The document attaches three schedules. The first, Schedule A, is an official

request to Her Majesty from both houses of the Canadian Parliament dated

December 16, 1867 and December 17, 1867 respectively. The request is

to unite Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory with the Dominion of

Canada. The second, Schedute B, contains the negotiations among the

united Kingdom, canada, and the Hudson's Bay company for the terms of

surrender of Rupert's Land after passage of the Rupert's Land Act. The

negotiations started March 8, 1869 and culminated in a request to Her

Majesty from the Canadian House of Commons on May 2g, 1g69 and from

the canadian senate on May 31, 1869 that Rupert's Land be united with

Canada according to the terms agreed to in the negotiations. The third,

Schedule C, is the deed of surrender of the letters patent of the Hudson's

Bay Company to the Crown dated November 19, 1969.

On the basis of the existing legal situation, including the terms

contained in the schedules, the order in council then made two declarations.

First, it united the North-Western Territory with Canada according to the

74 (1869) 32 & 33 Vict. C.3 (Canada), Found in RSC 1985 Appendix. ilNo. 7
75 lypg.rt'! Land and North-western Territory order RSc 1ggs,
Appendix No.9
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terms contained in schedule A. second, it admitted Rupert's Land into the
Dominion of Canada upon fifteen terms and conditions. The uníons of the
North-western Territory and Rupert's Land with Canada were to take effect
July 15, 1870.

The order in council summarized the existing legal status quite simply.

The British North America Act 1867 provided for union of Rupert,s Land and

the North-Western Territory with Canada. Schedule A contained a format

request for such a union from the Government of Canada. The Rupert's

Land Act provided for the surrender of the letters patent of the Hudson,s

Bay Company to the Crown subject to agreement be¡ng reached on Rupert,s

Land beíng united with Canada. The Rupert's Land Act also provided that
union of Rupert's Land with Canada could be accomplished by an order in
council. Schedule B contains the negotiations of acceptable terms for the

union. A draft surrender was received July 5, 1869 and formal surrender

on November 19, 1869. lt was approved by Her Majesty on July 22, 1g7o.
The order in council was completed on June 29, 1g7o. The unions were to
be effective July l S, 1870.

Three of the fifteen terms of the order are relevant to the subject

matter of this paper. Clause ten states that all titles to land "conferred by

the company" up to March B, 1869 "are to be confirmed,'.76 ctause

fourteen relieves the Hudson's Bay Company from all responsibility for any

claims of lndians to compensation for lands required for settlement. This

responsibility was placed on the Canadian and British Governments. Clause

fifteen authorized the Canadian Government to arrange any details

necessary to carry out these terms.

The initial request from the canadian parliament (schedule A)

76 lbid, p.6
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indicated that, upon assuming controt of its new territories, the canadian
Government would provide that "the legal rights of any corporation,
company or individual within the same shall be respected, and placed under
the protection of courts of competent jurisdiction".TT lt further stated that
"the claims of the lndían tribes to compensation for lands required for
purposes of settlement will be considered and settled in conformity with the
equítable principles which have uniformly governed the Br¡tish Crown in its
dealings with the âborigines".Ta

The terms of negotiations (schedule B) included the provisions which
led to clauses ten, fourteen and fifteen of the order. The only additional
statement relevant to this thesis is an acknowledgement by the canadian
Government that "it will be the duty of the Government to make adequate
provision for the protection of the lndian tribes whose interests and well
being are involved in the transfer".Te

The deed of surrender (schedule C) also includes provisions which led

to clauses ten, fourteen, and fifteen in the order.

The legal obligations relevant to this thesis which the Canadian
Government assumed by virtue of the order are quite simpre. T¡tre to
property conferred by the Hudson's Bay company up to March g, 1g69
must be honoured. A court system administering a British system of justice
must be available for all people in the region. lndian tribes whose interests
and well being were effected by the transfer wourd be protected by the
Canadían Government. Theír claims to compensat¡on for lands required for
settlement would be resolved according to Br¡t¡sh justice.

The crucial provisíons of the order are the fifteen

77 lbid. o.878 @, bp. a-g79 lbid, p.13

conditions. The
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terms contained in the schedules are interpretative tools. The order in

council was authorized by statutes which formed part of the Canadian

const¡tution. The provisions of the order in council "have effect as if they
had been enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britian
and lreland".so ln other words, the order in council has the same legal

status as a statute. There is no legal authority which gives the order in
council constitutional status.

The Province of Manitoba was carved out of Rupert's Land and came
into being on the same day that Rupert's Land entered Confederation. This
was pursuant to the Manitoba Act of 1870,8r affirmed retrospect¡vely by
the United Kingdom through the British North America Act 1 g71sz. The
provisions of Section 5 validated both The Temporary Government of
Rupert's Land Act of 1869 and the Manitoba Act of 1g7o as if they were
enactments of the lmperial Government. By virtue of Section 3O of the
Manitoba Act, all ungranted or wastelands in the province became vested in

the Crown to be administered by the Government of Canada for the
purposes of the Dominion.s3 ln other words, contrary to the origínal four
provinces in Confederation, the lands and resources remained vested in the
Federal Crown.

The area including cross Lake and Norway House was not contained
within the original limits of the Province of Manitoba. lt was included in the
Territory of Keewatin which was governed by the Lieutenant Governor of
Manitoba pursuant to the provisons of the Keewatin Actsa and was within

lbid, p.1
(1870) 33 Vim. C.3
1871 34-3b Victoria

11
(1870)33 Víct. C.3
sc 1876 C.21

80
81
82
No.
83
B4

(Canada), Found in RSC 1985 Appendix ll No. gC.28, (UK) S.s, Found in RSC iöAbipô""ãiill
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the jurisdiction of the Provincial Courts of Manitoba.ss The northern

boundary of Manitoba was extended to the 53rd parallel by the Manítoba

Boundaries Extension Act of 1881 and it was then extended to the 6oth
parallel by the Manitoba Boundaries Extension Act of 191 2. e6 The area

including Norway House and Cross Lake was brought within the boundaries

of Manitoba by the 1912 legislation. Section 6 of the Act made it ctear that
the Federal Crown held title to the land and Section b gave the províncial

Government an annual stipend in lieu of ownership. Aboriginal peoples

were not mentioned in this legislation.

By an agreement dated December 14, 1g2g, the Government of
Canada transferred to the Government of Manitoba all of the ungranted

crown lands within the province.sT This was approved by Manitoba ss in
legislation later contained in the Manitoba Natural Resources Act ss. Canada

approved the transfer by the Manitoba Natural Resources Act so. This was

affirmed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom in the British North

America Act 1930. ei This transaction took place at the same time as

similar agreements were made for Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British

Columbia. lt is significant to note that Section One of the BNA Act 1g3O

reads as follows:

The agreements set out in the schedule to this Act are hereby

confirmed and shall have the force of law notw¡thstanding

anything in the BNA Act 1967, or any Act amending the same

qq l\4_o¡!o!, W.1., vgqíloþa A History (2nd Ed) , p.29186 1912 2 Georg_e V 'V¡ct. 
C.14)87 contained in-schedute to the BNA Aói 193o'- zo_zl ö"org" v c. 2688 SM 1930 C.30

89 RSM 1954 C.180
90 sc 1930 C.29
91 1930 2O-2'l George V C.26 {U.K.), Found in RSC 19gS Appendix ilNo. 26
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or any Act of the Parliament of canada, or in any order in

council or terms or conditions of union made or approved under

any such Act as aforesaid.s2

ln effect, the 1930 legislation precluded any argument that the transfer of

natural resources was invalid because of the provisions of any prior

Canadian legislation.

The legal positíon concerning the land on which Cross Lake and

Norway House are located is quite simple. The property remained vested in

the Government of Canada until 193O. Thereafter, ¡t fell within the

jurisdiction of the Government of Manitoba.

The other major area of legislation which must be addressed is that

pertaining to lndians in Canada. By virtue of the British North America Act

1867s3 and, in particular, Section 91 lT4l, the Government of Canada had

exclusive jurisdiction to legislate regarding "lndians and lands reserved for

the lndians".sa In the years immedíately after confederation, the

administration of aboriginal issues fell under the jurisdiction of the Secretary

of State. ln 1873 this authority was transferred to the Department of the

lnterior. ln 1876 the first lndian Act of Canada was legislated and, when it

was revised in 1880, a separate Department of lndian Affairs was created.

Minor changes in the lndian Act were made in 1884 and 1885 and then

there was a major revision in 1951 which placed the Act essentially in its
present form.ss The Federal Government transferred jurisdiction of tndian

Affairs to the Department of Mines and Resources in 1936 and then in l gbO

to the Department of Citizenship and lmmigration. From 1953 until 1g66,

92 lb¡d, s.1
93 1867 30 Vict. C. 3 (U.K.)
94 tb¡d, s.91 (24],
9_5 Frideres, James, Natiye Peoples in canada - contemporary conflicts
(3rd Edition) (Scarborough, Prentice-Hall Canã@
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aboriginal issues were dealt with by the Department of Northern Affairs and

Natural Resources. From 1966 until the present time they have been

administered by the Department of tndian and Northern Affairs.s6

ln order to come under the jurisdiction of the lndian Act, each

individual aboriginal has to be regístered. The qualifications are quite

complex but their fundamentals are set out in Sections 11, 12 and 13 of the

lndian Act.s7 Registered lndians have full legal status under the lndian Act.

ln most cases, they are entitled to live on reserve land. They have

historically been under the jur¡sdication of the Federal Government. Non

registered lndians have historically been treated in the same legal fashion as

Metis.

when the Hudson's Bay company surrendered its grant and the

property became vested in the Government of Canada, the agreement was

clear that the Company had no further obligations regarding land claims for

any settlers on former Company property, including aborigínals. Article 14

of the Order in Council dated June 25, 1g70 stated:

Any claims of lndians to compensation for lands required for

purposes of settlement shall be disposed of by the canadian

Government in communication with the lmperiat Government;

and the company shall be relieved of all responsibil¡ty ¡n respect

of them.se

When the Province of Manitoba was created, the Manitoba Act dealt

with questions involving aboriginal land rights in Sections 31 and 32.ss The

effect of the provisions of Section 31 of the Act is that approximately 1.4

96 !þlr!97 RSC 1985 C. t-6
98 Found in Ollivier, Maurice, Briti-sh:Nprth American Acts and Selected
@.(otta_wa,ou99 Manitoba Acr (187O) 33 Vict. C.3
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million acres of land was to be distributed among the children of Metis

families. The basic effect of Section 32 was to allow those individuals

already living on land in the Red River Settlement to obta¡n t¡tle for their lots

from the Government of Canada. A great deal of controversy arose during

the first two decades of Manitoba's emergence as a Canadian province.loo

The subject will be dealt with at a later point in this paper.

Obviously the property in the region of Cross Lake and Norway House

was not settled in the same way as the Red River Cotony. The Government

of Manitoba played no active role in land ownership questions in this area.

The Government of Canada became involved since it signed Treaties with
lndian tribes throughout the present prairie provinces in the 1g7O's and

1880's. The part of Manitoba includíng Cross Lake and Norway House was

included in Treaty 5 which was signed with the Federal Government ¡n

1875.101 Some amendments which are not material to the matters at ¡ssue

in this paper were made in 19OB and 191O and were included under the

heading of Treaty 5a.102

The intention of governments towards the arca in question was

articulated by Alexander Morris at the beginning of Manitoba's provinciat

development. Morris, the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, the Northwest

Territories and Keewatin, pointed out that "it was essential that the lndian

title to all the territory in the vicinity of the take should be extinguished so

that settlers and traders might have undisturbed access to its waters,

shores, islands, inlets and tributary streamsrr.l03 The Treaty stated that "it
100 See footnote #114
101 Found in waldram, James, As.l=ong.as.t_he Rivers Run:Hydro Electric

(Winnipeg,
University of Manitob_a press,
102 lbid, pp.190-191
:10.9 Morrjs, The Honourabre Arexander, f,he Treaties of canada with rhe
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is the desire of Her Majesty to open up for settlement, immigration and such

other purposes as to Her Majesty may seem meet" the entire area of land.

Under the Treaty the lndians surrendered all title to the lands. ln

exchange, the lndians in the Cross Lake region were located on a reserve

established on the west side of Cross Lake and received 160 acres per

family of five and a five dollar annuity. The lndians at Norway House were
given the opportunity to relocate on a a reserve established on the west s¡de

of Lake Winnipeg at Fisher River. Each family of five would receive lOO

acres and a five dollar annuity. Those wishing to remain at Norway House

would retain their existing houses and gardens, until such time as the
Crown wished to purchase them for value. Morris admitted that many of
the Norway House lndians had serviced the Hudson's Bay company as

boatmen, but had lost their occupat¡ons owing to supplies being brought in
bY way of the tlsi ftiys¡.1o+

Each band member also received the right to pursue hunting and

fishing throughout the unoccupied Crown lands except that they could be

required to give up such rights pursuant to Crown Regulations if the Federal

Government required land for settlement, lumbering, mining or other
purposes. The Government of Canada received the right for free navigation

of all of the lakes and rivers involved in the area as well as free access to
fþs 5þe¡s5.1os lt has been stated by one historian sympathet¡c to the plight

of the lndians of the area that, at the time the Treaty s was signed, the
lndians "had fallen upon harsh times, in light of the collapse of the fur trade

and requested Treaties as one way of alleviating their plighl."roo The area

N,egotiatiqns, on Wh gy we_re, .Fased and Other lnforma
TÞqreto (Saskatoon, fit
1O4 lbid, p.143
]9q W.a.ldram, As Long As The Rivers Run, pp.1B6_1Bg106 lbid, p.43
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was becoming depopulated.

The status of the reserve lndians in the area appears to be quite clear.

They were relocated to reserves, they had access to unused Crown lands,

and the provisions of the lndian Act made it clear that the reserve property

could be surrendered to the Federal Governme¡1r07 s¡ expropriatedlos.

The overall intent of the legislators also appears to be clear. A

memorandum which Prime Minister Sir John A. Macdonald wrote on

January 3, 1887 appears to state the position as succinctly as possible:

"the great aim of our legislation has been to do away with the tribal system

and assimilate the Indían people in all respects with the other ínhabitants of

the Dominion as speedily as they are fit for the change".los Federal Minister

of Public Works William McDougall was even more blunt. He stated on

December 4, 1867 that the objective of the Canadian government was that

"the whole expanse from the Atlantic to the Pacific would be peopled with a

race the same as ourselves".llo Therefore, the signing of Treaties and

creation of reserves were measures to further the expansion of white

society at the expense of the aboriginals.

As mentioned previously, most of the settlers in the area were not

status lndians, with the majority of those people being Metis in some form.

Yet, no further legislation specifically clarified their status in relation to

107 lndian Act RSC 1985 C l-6 SS 37-41
108 lbid, s. 35 Expropriate - to take land without the consent of the
owner and ... includes diverting or authorizing the diversion of a water
course where such diversion affects land of an owner other than the person
diverting e¡ spfking the authorizatíon to divert the water course. (DuËelow,
Dictionary of Canadian Law), p.360
109 Montgomery, M., "The Six Nations lndians and the MacDonald
Franchise", ontario History, 57, No. 1, 1965, p.13 - contained in Bruce
Çlqlk Native Libe=rty* Croyvn Sqve.reignty - The Existing Aboriginal Right of
Self Government in Canada, p.152
110 scrapbook Debates December 4, 1867 - ottawa Times and roronto
Globe. Found in sprague D.N., canada and rhe Metis 1869-1ggs, p.26
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lndians until the constitution Act of 1gg2 was passed with its

accompanying Charter of Rights.ttt The relevant sections of the Act are

Sections 35 and 25. Section 35 (1) reads "The existing aboriginal and
Treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and
affirmedr.112 Section 35 (2) clarifies that the aboriginal peoptes of Canada

include lndians, lnuit and Metis people. The effect of the provisions of
Section 35 are that all people of aboriginal blood can rety on the protections

of the statute and that whatever rights were in existence as of 1gg2 are

affirmed and cannot be altered without amending the Const¡tution Act.
Section 25 of the Constitution Act comes within the Charter of

Rights. lt reads as follows: "The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights
and freedoms shall not be construed so as to abrogate or derogate from any
aboriginal, Treaty or other rights or freedoms that pertain to the aboriginat
peoples of Canadatr.113 ln other words, aboriginal rights are supreme to any
rights which may flow stríctry from the charter of Rights and the
Constitution Act.

There appears to be no doubt that the legal position of both the
status and non status lndians as well as the Metis in Cross Lake and

Norway House was crystalized at the time of the proclamation of the
Constitution Act 1982. There has been no alteration of the legal position

following that time. The key question which must be determined is the
status of these people at the time that previous legislation was passed

which had the effect of attering substantially their way of life.

There is more legislation which must be considered, but it must be

considered in light of the tegal situation established by the legislation which
111 Constirution Act 1gg2 C. 11 (U.K.)
112 tbid, s. 35 (1)
1 13 tbid, s. 25
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has been mentioned. For instance, there was legislation passed in the

1870's and 1880's which created controversy concerning the ability of
aboriginals in Manitoba to enforce their rights granted under the Manitoba

Act. The validity of some of this legislation has been quest¡oned by some

þi51e¡i¿¡5.tt+ However, it can be argued fairly that a decision of the

Supreme Court of Canada in 189O should serve to clarify this situalie¡.ts
This court decision will be discussed later in the paper.

Similarly, following the transfer of the land and natural resources to

Manitoba in 1930, there was legislation passed which affected the position

of all people whose claim to property was based on "squatters' rights".ro
Legislation of Canada and Manitoba from 1948 until the late 1g6O's

affected numerous property holders in northern Manitoba when the

Government of Manitoba was given substantial authority to affect real

estate and waterways in order to develop hydro electric projects. The

validity of this legislation as it relates to the question at hand must be

determined by focusing on the earlier legislation as interpreted by the

Courts.

d) Common Law Case Precedents

ln order to determine clearly the legal status of the descendants

squatters in the area of cross Lake and Norway House, it is necessary

11!- See Sprague_, D.N., "Government Lawlessness in the Administrationol Man¡toba Land claims 1g7o - 1887" Manitoba Law Journal , 10, 1g8o,
pp.415-441, "The Manitoba Land guert
=S=tudieq,15,1980,pp.74-85,St.onge,NicoleJ.M.,''mMetis communiry: pointe a Grouerte -t goo - 1BBs" stuoiesln Þôliticll
Economy, 18, 1985, pp.149-179
119 Eonseca v. Attorney Generat (1BgO) 17 SCR 612
1 16 See footnotes #219 - zTi-

of

to
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look at the third major source of Canadian law, namely the case precedents

which form the common law. The major purpose of the case precedents is
to clarify the legal status of the subjects in quest¡on based on the
background of the Royal Proclamation of 1670 and the statute law
previously referred to.

The first major court decision concerning aboriginal rights after
Confederation was made in 1888 by the Judicial Committee of the privy

council in the case of st. catherine's Miiling and Lumber co. v. The

oueenl17. The Province of ontario sought to restrain a milling company
from cutting timber on certain lands. lt is significant to note that in ontario
all Crown land was transferred to the province by the Federal Government

at the time of Confederation in 1867. At that time the land in question was
occupied by lndians' Their interest was surrendered to the Crown in 1g73
when a Treaty was signed. ln 1883, the Federal Government purported to
grant a timber licence to the milling company on this particular land.

The Privy Council held that the Federal Government had no right to
grant a timber licence on th¡s property. The basis for the decision was that
the Federal Crown had a certain proprietary interest in the land which went
to the Province of Ontario following Confederat¡on by virtue of the terms of
section 109 0f the British North America Act 1867. The Indian t¡tle was

simply a burden on the property which could be extinguished at the pleasure

of the sovereign. ln this case, the effect of the Treaty was that the lndians

surrendered their rights to the Crown and the legal estate was vested

without question in the Government of Ontario.

The Privy Council held that "the lnd¡an title was a mere burden,,rs on

(1888) 14 AC 46
lbid, p.58

117
118
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the property. lt was not a legitimate estate in the real property due to the

fact that their interest could only be alienated to the crown, it could be

unilaterally revoked by the Crown and it could only be inherited by other

lndians. ln the most widely quoted part of the decision, the privy Council

held that "the tenure of the lndians was a personal and usufructuary right,

dependent upon the good will of the sovere¡gn't.lls The privy Council

determined that the origin of the aboriginal t¡tle ¡n the property in question

was found in the terms of the Royal Proclamation of 1769. ln the absence

of specific legislation or proclamation by the sovereign, no rights existed.

The St. Catherine's case remained the basis of the Canadian legal

position for eighty-five years. ln particular, it was accepted by the Canadian

courts that there was no valid concept of "inherent" aboriginal rights.rzo

Rather, all such aboriginal rights existed at the pleasure of the sovereign and

could be extinguished by such method as pleased the sovereign. Treaties

served to extinguish this personal right and to transfer all beneficial interest

in the land covered by the Treaty immediately to the particular crown.

The first major challenge to this legal position took ptace in 1973 in
the case of Calder v. Attorney General British Columbia et al.rzr ln that

case the Nishga lndian Band sued for a declaration that their aboriginal title

was still in existence on approximately l,ooo square miles of land in

northwestern British Columbia. The Band lost at tial122 and again lost at

the British Columbia Court of Appe¿l.tzs Both British Columbia courts held

11.9 lb¡d, pp.53-54 Usufruct-the. right to reap the fruits of somerhing
belonging. to another, without wasting- or destroying the srO¡"ði ovèr which
9lg ha.s.rhar right. (Dukerow, Dictiona-ry of canaáiañ Law, i.\lzøl120 lnherenr - a pow_er th iátuiorv'aurhority.(Dukelow, ?¡ct¡qnafy of Can , p.514)
121 t19731 SCR 313
122 {1970} 71 WWR 81 (BCSC)
123 (197O) 74 WWR 481 (BCCA)
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that the Royal Proclamation of 1763 did not apply to the property in

question. No other legislation provided the tndians with any rights to the

land. Legislation which opened up the province for settlement prior to
British Columbia's entry into Confederation in 1871 effectively extinguished

any potential claims based on occupancy. The decision of the British

Columbia Court of Appeal was unanimous. The Band then appealed the

case to the Supreme Court of Canada.

The Supreme Court of Canada judgment in this case has been quoted

widely in Canadian legal and political circles. lt is crucial to examine the

exact nature of the Supreme Court decision so that proper legal conclusion

can be drawn. The appeal was heard by seven Justices. By a four to three

margin, the Supreme Court dismissed the appeal thereby depriving the

Nishga lndians of a declaration that they had any aboriginal title which had

not been lawfully extinguished. This is the authority for which the Calder

decision must stand.

Mr. Justice Pigeon dismissed the appeat on a technicality on the basis

that the Plaintiffs had not received a fiat, or official decree ailowing the

act¡on to proceed, from the Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia. Mr.

Justice Judson also wrote a judgment whích dismissed the appeal and his

reasons were concurred in by Mr. Justice Martland and Mr. Justice Ritchie.

There was a dissenting judgment written by Mr. Justice Hall which was

concurred in by Mr. Justice Spence and Mr. Justice Laskin. Although the

comments from the dissent¡ng judgment may be interesting, they certainly

do not provide the basis for any legal authority in Canadian jurisprudence.

Mr. Justice Judson concluded that any rights whích the lndians had

to the land in question were "dependent on the good will of the
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sovereign".124 The legal basis for the aboriginal rights was the Royal

Proclamation of the 1763. Mr. Justice Judson stated quite clearly that any

aboriginal rights had been surrendered by the actions of the Crown which
held the paramount estate in the property. He concluded that:

ln my opinion in the present case, the sovereign authority

elected to exercise complete dominion over the lands in

question adverse to any right of occupancy which the Nishga

Tribe might have had, when, by legislation, it opened up such

lands for settlement, subject to the reserves of land set aside

for lndian occupat¡on.12s

It is significant to note that Mr. Justice Judson also stated that "there

is no right to compensation for such claims in the absence of a statutory

direction to pay".126 ln effect, the lndian title to the property in questíon

had been extinguished by Government proclamations in the 1B6O's which

authorized the sale of land to colonists. A unilateral act by the Crown could

extinguish the aboriginal rights.

ln his dissenting judgment, Mr. Justice Hall reasoned that aboriginal

title to the property in question existed in common taw irrespective of the

Royal Proclamation of 1763. He conceded that it could be extinguished

unilaterally by the Crown so long as the Crown showed a "clear and plain

intent to do 5str.127 The basis for Mr. Justice Hall's allowing the appeal was

that in this case the aboriginal rights had not been effectively extinguished

by the Crown due to the fact that it had exhibited no specific intent to do

so.

124 
^Calder v. Attorney-General British cotumbia et al tlg73l scR 313p.328

125 lbid, p.344
126 !þ!ft127 lbid, p.404
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The Calder case did serve to generate substantial publicity for the

subject of aboriginal land claims. The judgment of all three courts which

heard the case was that the tndian Bands did not have valid land claims.

However, the dissenting judgment of Mr. Justice Hall became the basis for

those who claimed that aboriginal land claims should be considered more

favourably.

Obviously the legal position in Canada concerning aboriginal rights

was altered by the proclamation of the constitution Act l gg2. As

mentioned previously, aboriginal rights were definitely extended to include

all Metis people. lt also indicated that all aboriginal rights which existed in

1982 were recognized and affirmed, There appears to be no doubt that any

alteration of the aboriginal rights affecting Metis people which existed in
1982 would have to be done by specific Federal legislation which was

deemed to be constitutionally proper.

The key questíon to be determined by Canadian jurisprudence in the

years following 1982 is what rights actually existed at the time that the

Constitution Act 1982 was proclaimed. Groups representing Canadian

aboriginals had even taken the novel route of suing for a declaration in the

British Courts to the effect that the British Crown still had responsibility for

the Canadian lndians. This was dealt with by the Br¡tish Court of Appeal in

1982 in the case of The Oueen v. Secretary of State for Foreign and

commonwealth Affairs et al.r2e The appeat of the aboriginat groups was

dismissed with Lord Denning writing on behalf of the court of Appeal. He

stated that the original British obligations to the Canadian lndians were

created by the Royal Proclamation of 1763. However, all British obligations

in this regard were transferred to Canada by the Statute of Westminster,

128 t19821 2 All ER 118
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1931. ln particular, he pointed to section 4 of the Statute of Westminster

which stated that no Act of the Un¡ted Kingdom was to extend to any of the

Dominions unless the Dominion specifically requested this. He was not

persuaded by the argument advanced by the lndian groups that Section 7(1)

of the Statute of Westminster stated that 'nothing in this action shall be

deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment or alteration of the BNA Acts

1867 - 193O". Lord Denning reas.oned that any obligations of the Crown

pursuant to the Royal Proclamation of 1763 "are now to be confined to the

territories to which they related and bindíng only on the Crown in respect of

those territoriesn.l2s The Treaties of the 1870's were also to be confined to

the specific territories to which they are stated to relate.

The first major decision of the Supreme Court of Canada regarding

aboriginal rights which took place following 1982 was in the case of Guerin

et al v. The oueen.130 This was a claim brought by the Musqueam lndian

Band relating to reserve land in the City of Vancouver. The Band had

agreed to surrender part of the property to the Crown so that it could be

leased to a golf club. Some important terms of the lease were thought to

be different from the original intentions of the lndian Band members. They

then sued the Crown, alleging a breach of trust.

The Trial Division of the Federal Court found the Crown in breach of

trust,131 but the Federal Court of Appeal set aside the judgment.tsz The

Plaintiffs appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. The majority decision

of the Supreme Court was written by Mr. Justice Dickson. He stated quite

clearly that "it is my view that the Crown's obligations vis-a-vis the tndians

129 lbid, p.128
130 t19841 2 SCR 335
131 t19B2l 2 FC 385
132 (1982) 143 DLR (3d) 416
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cannot be defined as a 1¡ss1r.133 He did indicate that the Crown has oan

equitable obligation, enforceable by the Courts, to deal with the land for the
benefit of the lndians. This obligation does not amount to a trust in the
pr¡vate law sense. lt is rather a fiduciary duty".rs+

Mr. Justice Dickson then went on to describe the nature of the
fiduciary duty which he berieved was owed to the rndians by the crown.
He rendered the following description:

The nature of the lndians' interest is therefore best

characterized by its general inalienability, coupled with the fact
that the crown is under an obligation to deal with the land on

the lndians' behalf when it is surrendered. Any description of
lndian t¡tle which goes beyond these two features is both

unnecessary and potentially misleading.res

Mr. Justice Dickson was very clear that prior to the surrender of the
property by the lndians, the crown did not hold the land ,,ln Trust,.
Similarly, a trust d¡d not crystallize at the time that the land was
surrendered. He clarified that his opinions in this regard were not restricted

to the facts of the particular case which were related to the interests of an

lndian Band on a reserve. He said that the same principles would apply to
unrecognized aboriginal title in trad¡tional tribal lands. He also made it clear
that the fiduciary obligation owed to the lndians by the crown was sui

oeneris. ln other words, it existed on its own merits in the absence of any
specific legislation or proclamat¡on. On the facts before the court, Mr.

1q3. Guerin et at v. The Oueen t1gg4l 2 SCR 335 p.37b Trust_arelationship. between two peopte in which tnê tùiteä rrorãs'piõöotv for thebenefitofthebenejici.arv.'(Du(eto*,.pirrosl
134 lbid, p.376 Fudiciary - The actiî¡tieãlñlõtved in acting as managingagent of an estare .or a. prbperty^ for or on beharf òt ànv óérr"oñ] ('óukerow,
9ic=tiorlary of Çanadian Läw, p.S'g+l
135 lbid, p.382
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Justice Dickson found that the Crown was in breach of its fiduciary duty
which was 'to interpose the Crown between the lndians and prospect¡ve

purchasers or lessees of their land, so as to prevent the lndians from being

exPloite6".toe

The Guerin decision is authority that aboriginal or Indian title has the

effect of creating a fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the

lndians. The Crown must deal with the land for the benefit of the lndians.

The fiduciary obligation of the Crown is based on the common-law of
aboriginal title. Th¡s t¡tle predates colonization by Britain and survived the

British claims of sovereignty to the land as a "burden on the radical or final

title of the soverêign".tsz However, lndians could not make any claim that
they had an actual interest, in the form of a trust relationship, in the land.

The first occasion that the Supreme Court of Canada had to rule on

the provisions of Section 35(1)of the Constitution Act 1gg2 took place in

the case of sparrow v. The oueen.i38 ln that case, sparrow, a member of
the Musqueam lndian Band of British Columbia, was charged under the

Fisheries Act of Canada of fishing with an illegal net. At the time in
quest¡on, he was fishing sixteen kilometers from the reserve property

"where his ancestors had fished from time immemorial'. Sparrow objected

to the charge on the basis that he was exercising his aboriginal rights to fish

and that the net restriction in the band's licence was inconsistent with the
provisions of Section 3b(1) of the Constitution Act, and was therefore

invalid. Under the Fisheries Act the Band had a licence to f¡sh for food for

themselves and their families at certain times, in certain areas, and with

certa¡n equipment.

136 lbid, p.383
197 Fop=e!!s,v! çgnaqaJ1989ì 1 scR 322 p.3ao138 119901 1 ScR 1075
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The tr¡al judge convicted Sparrow,l3e and the convict¡on was upheld

by the British columbia court of Appeal.rao sparrow appealed to the

Supreme Court of Canada. Chief Justice Dickson held that the existing
rights which were referred to in Section 35 (1) were those which were in
ex¡stence when the Constitutional Act of 1982 came into effect. Any rights
which had been extinguished prior to that time were not revived by the
proclamation of the Constitution Act. He determined that a retrial must take
place pursuant to certain guidelines which he laid down.

It is crucial to note the nature of Chief Justice Dickson's reasoning in
this case. He pointed out that the Crown's position was that the Musqueam

Band's aboriginal right to fish had been extinguished by the lndian Act. The

Chief Justice found that "The test of extinguishment to be adopted in our
opinion is that the sovereign's intention must be clear and plain ¡f ¡t is to
extinguish an aboriginal right".t+t

!n this case the crown was not able to prove a proper

extinguishment. The Chief Justice cited the Guerin case as authority for the
proposition that the Government has to act in a fiduciary capacity when

dealing wíth aboriginal rights. He stated that "contemporary recognition and

affirmation of aboriginal rights must be defined in light of thís historic
relationship". t +e

The Chief Justice reasoned that Section 3b(1) of the Constitution Act
afforded aboriginal peoples a degree of Constitutional protection against
provincial legislative power. He pointed out that this section was not

subject to the provisions of Section 1 of the Charter of Rights but that this

139 t19861 BC WLD 599
14O (1986) 36 DLR (4th) 246
1+\ Sparrow v. ftre Oueen t199Ol 1 SCR 1O7S p.1099142 lbid, p.1 1OB
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did not make any law or regulatíon affecting aboriginal rights invalid. The

Chief Justice stated quite clearly that legislation interfering with aboriginal

rights will be valid if "it meets the test for justifying an interference with a
right recognized and affirmed under Section 35(1¡"r+s.

It must be noted that the Chief Justice was not concluding that the

lndians held any actual legal estate in the land. He indicated that "there

was from the outset never any doubt that sovereignty and legislative power,

and indeed the underlying title to such lands vested in the Ç¡e1¡¡¡r.r44

The Chief Justice pointed out that the Federal Government retained

its power over aboriginal affairs pursuant to section 91l24l of the

Constitution Act 1867 and that those powers had to be read together with

the provisions of Section 35(1)of the Constitution Act 1992. The facts of

each case must be examined and the proper test to be applied is twofold.

First, does the legislat¡on in question interfere with an existing aboriginal

right and secondly, if there was interference, was it justified?r4s

The first part of the test is obviously much simpler. lt simply involves

an assessment of whether the effect of the legislation was to create an

unreasonable limitation or undue hardship which denied to aboriginals their

preferred means of exercising a right. The Chief Justice stated that "the

onus of proving a prima facie infríngement ties on the individual or group

challenging the lêgislatig¡".t+o

lf interference is established, the second aspect of the test comes

into play. Namely, is the interference justified? According to the Chief

Justice, there are four aspects to this test, namely:

143
144
145
146
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1)

2t

ls there a valid legislative objective and is the particular regulation

necessary to atta¡n the objective?

Does the regulation comply with the fiduciary duties and

responsibilities of the Crown?

3) Has there been as little infringement as possible to obtain the desired

result?

4l Has there been consultation with the Aboriginals which ís fair and

complete?147

The Sparrow decision is an important precedent. lt ctarifies the

nature of the rights which are in existence following the proclamation of the

Constitution Act 1982. tt reconfirms that the relationship between the

Crown and aboriginals is not a trust of any sort. However, the Crown must

act in a fiduciary capacity with regard to aboriginat rights. lt holds the legal

t¡tle to all aboriginal lands but any interference with existing aboriginat rights

must be brought within the terms of reference of the "justification test".

The most recent Canadian decision which has impacted on the law of
aboriginal rights is the case of Delgamuukw et al v. The Oueen.r48 tn that

case, Chief Justice McEachern of the British Columbia Supreme Court dealt

with a claim brought by thirty-five lndian Chiefs who claimed ownership and

the r¡ght to govern ninety-eight separate territories in northwestern British

Columbia, and thirteen Chiefs of another tribe claiming ownership and the

right to govern thirty-five territories also in northwestern British Columbia.

The total area being claimed in the case was in excess of 22,ooo square

miles, basically consisting of Crown land.

Chief Justice McEachern dismissed the Plaintiffs' claim and found that

147
148
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the extent of their rights was that they could obtain a dectaration permitting

them to use vacant Crown land for aboriginal purposes subject to provincial

legislation. They had no ownership or right to govern the territory. T¡tle

was long ago vested in the British Crown and the aboriginals then had a

límited right of occupancy. The area in question was not subject to the
Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the aboriginal rights were created by the
length of time that the land had been used by them.

The basis for Chief Justice McEachern's dismissal of the claim

that he found that the aboriginal rights in question onty existed at
pleasure of the crown. They had been effectively extinguished by

confederation colonial enactments which opened the province

settlement. He talked of aboriginal rights which, he stated:

arise by operat¡on of law and did not depend upon statute,

proclamation or sovereign recognition. such rights existing at

the date of sovereignty exist and continue at the crown's
pleasure. unless surrendered or extinguished, aboriginal rights

constitute a burden upon the crown's title to the so¡|.14s

He further rendered the opinion that 'the law of nations and the

common law recognize the sovereignty of European nations which
established settlements in North Amer¡cax.1so

He explained the extent of the Crown's obligations which were that
"the Province has a continuing fiduciary duty to permit lndians to use

vacant crown land for aboriginal purposes. The honour of the crown
imposes an obligation of fair dealing in this respect upon the province which
is enforceable in lawx.lsl

149 lbid, p.194
1 50 lbid, p.195
151 lbid, p.198
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ln order for the Crown to extinguish the rights, the extinguishment

had to be pursuant to legitimate Crown objectives, there should be no

"undue interference" with aboriginat rights and appropriate príority must be

given to competing consistent activities. He concluded that ¡t was

"impossible for aboriginal peoples unilaterally to achieve the independent or

separate status Some of them Seekn.152

Ïhe Plaíntiff appealed the decision to the British Columbia Court of
Appeal. ln an unusual format, five justices sat on the appeal tribunal to hear

five weeks of argument. The decision of the British Columbia Court of
Appeal was filed and released on June 2s, lgg3. The judgment with

indexes is well over 300 Þages.tss Because of the complicated nature of
the Appeal Court's decisíon, it is important to analyze what actually

occurred and what the legal effect of the judgment likely will be. Media

reports have clouded the issue because of their selective quotations from

portions of the judgments of the various justices. The precedent is

important since this is the leading recent authority in Canadian law on the

question of the nature and scope of aboriginal rights.

The majority judgment was written by Mr. Justice MacFarlane. lt

was concurred in by Mr. Justice Taggart. The results were concurred in by

Mr. Justice Wallace. However, his reasoning in arriving at his decision was

somewhat different, with the result that he wrote a separate judgment. A
dissenting judgment was written by Mr. Justice Lambert, who profoundly

disagreed with the results arrived at by the majority. Another dissenting

judgment was written by Mr. Justice Hutcheon, who dissented in part from

the decisions of the majority.

lbid, p.454
119931 5 WWR 97
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It is crucial to examine the actual conclusions which were arrived at

by the majority.ts+ The Plaintiffs'claim for a declaration that they had a
right of ownership and jurisdiction in the form of self government over the

territory in question was dismissed. Furthermore, any ctaims of the

Plaintiffs that they had any right to govern the territory through their own
political, legal and social institutions was dísmissed. Any suggestion that
any native laws would prevail over laws of general application in cases of
conflict was dismissed. Similarly, the claim of the pfaintiffs that the

Province of British columbia had no authority to make any grant, issue

licences, leases and permits based on provincial ownership of lands, mines,

minerals and royalties was dismissed. The Plaintiffs' claim for a declaration

that they were entitled to damages from the Province of British Cotumbia on

the basis of wrongful appropriation and use of the territory by the province

was dismissed. In each of those ¡nstances, the decision of the majority
judgment of the British columbia court of Appeal upheld the judgment of
Chief Justice MacEachern at trial.

However, the majority judgment of the British Columbia Court of
Appeal was not in agreement with Mr. Justice MacEachern's findings on

another Point.rss The trial court judgment had stated that any aboriginal

rights which the British Columbia natives may have had were effectively

extinguished by pre-Confederation colonial enactments which opened the

province for settlement. The majority judgment of the court of Appeal

stated that not all of the Plaintiffs' aboriginal rights were extinguished

before 1871. ln fact, they still had unextinguished aboriginal rights, even if
these rights do not include ownership or property rights in the area which

154
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They were claiming. These rights were of a sui generis ¡31g¡s.156 The Court

of Appeal held that it was unable to make a ruling on the scope, content

and consequences of these aboriginal rights of "use and occupation"tsT untit

the matter was properly brought before the Court with adequate pleadings.

Similarly, the Court could make no finding on the effect of section 3b of the

Constitution Act 1982 on such quest¡ons as grants or renewals of grants,

licences, leases or permits regarding any resource rights within the area

until a proper claim with adequate pleadings was advanced before the

çgUrt.158

It is significant to note that the Court of Appeal made no comment on

the opinion of Chief Justice McEachern that the Plaintiffs had the right to
use unoccupied or vacant crown land for sustenance purposes until such

time as the lands were required for another purpose by the province. This

decision of Chief Justice McEachern was based on the fiduciary duty of the

Crown. On this basis, Mr. Justice McFarlane, concurred in by Mr. Justice

Taggart, determined that since no appeal was taken from that part of the

trial nor was any argument presented to the court, then no opinion could be

stated concerning this matter by the court of Appe¿l.rss lt was on th¡s

point that Mr. Justice Wallace disagreed. He upheld the decision of Chief

Justice McEachern that the Plaintiffs did have a non-exclusive aboriginal

right of traditional occupation and use of the property in question. These

rights would be confined to uses for sustenance purposes which were

"integral to the Plaintiffs' native culture and their traditional way of life at

156 Sui Generis,(Latin) - of one's own
of Canadian Lawl, pJ044
197 Delgamuukw v. The Oueen t1g93l158 rbid
159 lbid, pp.181-182

class or kind. (Dukelow, Dictionary
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the time of sovereignty".too

With the exception of this last poínt, three of the five justices of the

British Columbia Court of Appeal agreed on the other items at issue in the

appeal. ln fact, that because none of the parties involved in the appeal

directed themselves towards the provisions of this last point, there wíll be

no significance to the discrepancy between the judgments of Mr. Justice

MacFarlane and Mr. Justice Wallace. With regard to the other points

mentioned previously, the three justices are in accord and their decisíon is
clear. This is the most recent canadian authority on these points.

ln his dissenting judgment, Mr. Justice Lambert drew some very

different conclusions.l6l He stated that he would allow the appeal of the

Plaintiffs and made a number of very interesting findings. He said that the

Plaintiffs at the time that British sovereignty was asserted in 1g46, had

aboriginal t¡tle to occupy, possess, use and enjoy a good deal of the

territory in question. He said that they may have had aboriginal sustenance

rights over some other portions of it. He went on to state that it was his

view that the Plaintiffs also had the right of aboriginal self government and

self regulation at the time that British sovereignty was asserted.

Furthermore, the aboriginal title and aboriginal sustenance rights were

protected by the common law after the assertion of British sovereignty.

Since 1846, they have not been extinguished by any specific legislation and

they st¡ll exist at this time. Similarly, the rights of aboriginal self

government and self regulation were incorporated into and protected by the

common law after 1846 and they have not been extinguished. Therefore,

they exist at the present time "as components of the whole of contemporary

160
161
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Canadian culture and society".t62 They could have been extinguished by

specific legislation up until 1982 but they had not been. According to Mr.

Justice Lambert, the aboriginal rights of self government and self regulatíon

included the specific rights being claimed by the plaintiffs in thís action. tn

his view they "include rights of self government and setf regulation

exercisable through their own institutions to preserve and enhance their

social, political, cultural, linguistíc and spiritual identity".res

Mr. Justice Lambert declared that, in his view, these decisions and

orders which he was making would be final. However, there should be a
new trial in respect of the specific boundaries of the property for which the

Plaintiffs have aboriginal t¡tle, the boundaries of the property where the

Plaintiffs would have aboriginal sustenance rights, the exact breakdown of
the aboriginal title between the various groups of the plaintiff, the specific

scope and content of the aboriginal rights of self government and all

questions relating to damages.

The judgment of Mr. Justice Hutcheon was similar in essence to the
judgment of Mr. Justice Lambert. He indicated that he would altow the

appeal and found that all of the aboriginal rights of the Plaintiffs were not

extinguished before 1871. They continued to have aboriginal rights to some

undefined portions of land within the territory and they had a "right of self

regulation" which they could exercise through their own institutions to
preserve and enhance their social, political, cultural, linguistic and spiritual

identity. He also found that proceedings should be stayed for two years in
order to allow the British Columbia Supreme Court to determine the specific

lands in respect of which the Plaintiffs had aboriginal rights, the scope of

lbid, p.373
lbid, p.374
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the rights which they exercised on the land, the scope of their rights of self

regulation, and the question of dômages.16c

Obviously, the two dissent¡ng judgments are significantly different

from the majority decisions on a number of crucial points. Nonetheless, the

law holds that

1) no right of ownership and self government has been

established;

2l the Plaintiffs have no right to govern their affairs through

their own institutions;

3) the Province has the right to make grants, issue licences,

leases and permits based on provincial ownership of

lands, mines, minerals and royalties within provinciat

territory;

4l Aboriginal rights were not extinguished at the time that

the British exercised sovereignty;

5) The aboriginal rights which the plaintiffs continue ro

enjoy are of a sui generis nature but they do not include

ownership or property rights.

That is the state of the law in light of the decision of the British Columbía

Court of Appeal in the Delgamuukw case. The Supreme Court of Canada

has granted leave to the Plaintiffs to appeal to that Court. ln an unusual

move, all further proceedings have been placed on hold for fifteen months in

order to allow sufficient time for all parties concerned to reach a negotiated

settlement.

Several Canadian cases established a precedent regarding a particular

point which is relevant to this paper. lt should be noted that the Judicial

164 lbid, p.397
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Committee of the Privy Council determined in the 18g7 case of Attorney

General Canada v. Attorney General Ontarioros that Treaty entitlement

cannot be a trust to which the Province's property in water is subject.

Provinces were not prevented from passíng legislation pursuant to their

water resource rights on the basis that the effects of the statutory
provisions contravened trust rights of Treaty tndians. tn a 1g46 decision of
Brodie v. King, the Exchequer Court of Canada determined that the

expropriation provisions contained in Section 35 of the tndian Act provided

a Federal statutory author¡ty to flood lndian l¿¡çfs.166 tn effect, the Treaty

rights were superseded by these statutory provisions.

Even though the Federal Government has jurisdiction over lndians and

lndian Reserves, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that provincial

legislatures still have the right to pass laws of general application which wíll

apply to status lndians as well. The court stated in the 1974 case of

Cardinal v. Attorney General Alberta that "there were no enclaves within a

province within the boundaries of which Provincial legislation could have no

application ... even though lndians or lndian Reserves might be affected by

i18.167 This decision was upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1979

in the case of Four B. Manufacturing Ltd. v United Garment Workers of

Americal6s in which it was held that "the enclave theory has been rejected

by this court in Cardinat and I see no reason to revive it even in a limited

fg¡¡¡rr.169

Canadian legal institutions have

occupancy based on squatters' claims

not established law which supports

at Cross Lake or Norway House. The

165 118971 AC 199
166 t19461 4 DLR 161
1Q7_ 119741 1 ScR 695 p.703
168 (1979) 30 NR 421'
169 lbid, p.429
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next chapter of this work will develop the implications of this crucial
interpretive poínt ¡n greater detail.

Bruce Clark is an experienced Canadian lawyer who has long been

noted for his involvement in the pursuit of aboríginal rights. ln his recent
book on the subject, he concedes that there is no valid basís in Canadian

law for the concept of an inherent right of aboriginal self government. He

renders the opinion that "this then is the pragmatic reatity: the domestic
common law basis for the aboriginal right of self government is a false hope:

at best an exercise in futility, at worst a threat to the constitutional integrity
of aboriginal peoples' sovereignty".tzo

Clark develops a thesis that there is a basis for an inherent right of
self government found in some of the earty imperial proclamations and

Legislation. He goes on to argue that these imperial enactments were never

validly overridden by Canadian legislation. He concedes that this argument

has not been accepted by Canadian courts. ln effect, it has no basis ín
Canadian law which seems clear in its view that an inherent right of self
government cannot be found on a legal basis.

17O Clark, Bruce, Native Libertv. Crown Sovereignty, p.3S
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CHAPTER THREE: ADM|N|STRAT|VE H|STORY
OF THE NELSON RIVER

a) Era Of Canadian Legistative Control 1g7O_1g30

This chapter applies Canadian law to the case of development ¡n the

Nelson River region. Through this process, we can determine the status of
any people in the area of Cross Lake and Norway House who have potent¡al

land claims based upon occupancy. The development projects which

directly affected the areas in question originated in the mid 1g6O's.

However, the legal basis was established by a number of developments

which took place from the time that Manitoba entered Confederation in

1870. lt is essentíal to review the significant legal developments during the

first one hundred years of Manitoba's history in Canada which are relevant

to the questions whích we are examining in this paper.

Ïhe years immediately following Manitoba's entry into Confederation

were marked by a large influx of white immigrants and numerous disputes

over landholding rights. Legislation provided land grants to aboriginals and

then tried to eliminate any uncertaintíes so that the land was quickly

available for settlement by the newcomers. The concept of homesteading

was introduced and provision was made for surveying. By 1gg5, the

Torrens system of landholding was introduced so that a central registry

could properly record all interests ín land. Further legislation was passed to

clarify the situation involving water rights. With the introduction of the

existing boundaries in 1912, provision was made for surveys in the area ín
question which were soon completed. Real property law effectively

organized the province for settlement.

From 1870 until 193O, the Crown lands in Manitoba remained under
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the jurisdiction of the Government of Canada. With the except¡on of the

Real Property Act of 1885 which introduced the Torrens system of

landholding to the province, the legislation affecting property was passed by

the federal government. This period started with Manitoba's entry ¡nto

Confederation. The applicable legislation made guarantees of land grants

and rights for landholders. As the period evolved, changes were made to

the applicable legislation and time limits and restrictíons were placed on

potential claimants. By the time that the real property and natural resources

were surrendered to Manitoba in 1930, there were virtually no remaining

opportun¡ties to potential claimants who did not have registered interests.

ln Manitoba, the legal situation must take into account the provísions

of the Manitoba Act which came into force on July 15, 187O.

Section 30 of the Act identifies the administrative treatment of Manitoba

land. lt reads:

All ungranted or waste lands in the Province shalr be, from and

after the date of the said transfer, vested in the Crown and

administered by the Government of canada for the purposes of

the Dominion, subject to and except so far as the same may be

affected by the conditions and stipulations conta¡ned in the

agreement for the surrender of Rupert's Land by the Hudson's

Bay Company to Her Majesty.lzt

Section 32(3) is concerned with title to land and it reads:

All titles by occupancy with the sanction and under the ricence

and authority of the Hudson's Bay Co. up to the Bth day of

March aforesaid, of land in that part of the province in which

the lndian title has been extinguished shall, if required by the

171 Manitoba Act (1870) 33 Vict. C,3,S.30
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owner, be converted into an estate in freehold by grant from

fþg Ç¡9r¡/¡.172

Finally, Section 32 4l, deals with access to aboriginal land and it reads as

follows:

All persons in peaceable possession of tracts of land at the

time of the transfer to Canada in those parts of the province in

which the lndian t¡tle has not been extinguished shall have the

right of pre-emption of the same on such terms and conditions

as may be determined by the Governor in Council.tT3

ln summary, the Government of Canada was placed in control of all

ungranted lands in the new province. Any occupancy based (ie. squatters')

titles which were licenced by the Hudson's Bay Company up to March g,

1869 could, if requested by the owner, be converted into a vatid title
recognízed by Canada ín those parts of the province where tndians had

surrendered their land claims. ln those parts of the province where lndían

title had not been abandoned (ie. in effect, Cross Lake and Norway House),

the Government of Canada had the authority to establish the terms and

conditions for those squatters who wished to validate their claims. These

provisions complied with the relevant requirements of the 187O order in

councíl.17a Subsequent treaties and federat legislatíon served to comply

with the Canadian Government's obligat¡ons under the order to provide land

needed by the lndian tribes for settlement.

ln 1874 and 1875, there was a substantial body of legislation passed

by the Government of Canada which touched upon some of these

provisions. ln 1874, Canada passed a statute entitled "An Act Respecting

172 tbid, s. 32(3)
173 tb¡d, s,32(4)
174 RSC 1985 Appendix No.9
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the Appropriation of certain Dominion Lands in Manitoþ¿".175 By virtue of
Section 3 of this Act,

persons satisfactorily establishing undisturbed occupancy of
any lands within the province prior to, and being by themselves

or their servants, tenants or agents, or those through whom

they claim, in actual and peaceable possession thereof on

March 8, 1869, shall be ent¡tled to receive letters patent

therefore, granting the same absolutely to them.

ln 1875, a Canadian statute under the title "An Act Respecting the

Appropriation of Certain Lands ín Manitoba" was passed.l76 lts significance

to the situat¡on at hand is that, in Section 3 of the statute, it changed the

operative date from March 8, 1869 to July 1s, 1970. A canadian statute

passed in 1880177 made reference to the 1874 and 1875 legislation. tt

stated that their purpose had been to facilitate claims made under sections

32(3') and (4) of the Manitoba Act. lt then went on to state that it was

expedient to limit the time for such claims and to remove people unlawfully

occupying these properties after that date. On this basis, Section 2
stipulated that all such claims had to be proven to the satisfaction of the

Minister of the lnterior no later than December 1, 1992.

There is no doubt that the statutes of 1874 and 187b changed the

operations of the Manitoba Act regarding the appropriate operational date

for those seeking titles on the basis of prior occupancy. There is a school

of thought that the relevant provisions of the Manitoba Act require a
constitutional amendment in order to be altered. ln effect, the Canadian

statues and orders in council which were passed in the course of
175 (S.C.18741 37 Vict. C.20
176 (S.C. 1875) 38 Vict. C.S2
177 SC 1880 C.7
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implementing the land provisions of the Manitoba Act in the 1B7O's and

1880's would be unconstitutional. Therefor€, all of the land transactíons

which took place pursuant to the author¡ty of such legislation would be

¡nval¡d.178

There is no canadian regar authority which supports such an

argument. ln fact, it ís significant to note the decision of the Supreme Court

of Canada in the 1890 case of Fonseca v. Attorney General.lTs That case

dealt with the validity of certain land transactions which took place

subsequent to the passing of the Canadian legislation which came into

effect April 8, 1875 and which amended the effective date of Section 32 ot

the Manitoba Act from March g. 1g69 to July 15, 1970. The supreme

Court made its determínation without mention of any question of invalídity.

ln fact, the Supreme Court made references to "The Manitoba Act, as

amended by 38 Victoria Chapter 52" and "The Manitoba Act 33 Victoria

Chapter 3 as amended by 38 Victoria Chapter 52t'18o. The Supreme Court

of Canada was effectively endorsing the 1875 legislation as a means of

amending the provisions of the Manitoba Act. The Fonseca decision ís

author¡ty for the proposition that the Federal legislation of the 1870's and

the 188O's which altered or clarified certain provisions of the Manítoba Act

relating to land ownership was valid. Therefore, transfers of land which

took place pursuant to these pieces of legislation were also valid.

Arguments to the contrary are not supported legally. similarly, the l ggo

legislation was valid and those occupancy based claims which were not

established to the satifaction of the Minister of the lnterior by December 1,

1882 were invalid.

129 l-o¡qs^ve,-o.N- Çarlada and rhe Metis 1869 - 1885179 (189O) 17 SCR 612
180 lbid, p.630
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Section 31 of the Manitoba Act refers to the question of extínguishíng

the "lnd¡an Title" to land. ln this regard, 1,4oo,ooo acres of property were

set aside for the children of 'half-breed heads of familiestr.lBr The

distribution of this land was to be 'in such mode and on such conditions as

to settlement and otherwise, as the Governor General in Council may from
time to time determiner.ls2 The Government of Canada obviously had the
right to pass Orders in Council setting out the terms and conditions of this
program. The program set out by Section 31 established compensation for
those of lndian blood who were not on reserves "to finally settle any
possible claíms to lndian t¡tlert.183 lt is pointed out that "this extinguishment

cleared Crown title to public lands in the province for the þe¡¡i¡is¡,,.r8a
This section was repealed i¡ 'lggg.tes

Section 32 of the Man¡toba Act "dovetailed" w¡th the provísions of
the Deed of Surrender by stating that all grants made by the Hudson's Bay

company up to March 8, 1869 would, if required by the owners, be

confirmed by a grant from the Crown. Additionally, if grants of any estates

less than a freehold estate had been made by the Hudson,s Bay company

up to March 8, 1869, the owner of such an estate could have it converted

into a freehold estate by a grant from 1þs Ç¡e\^/¡.1s6

Section 32 (3) and 32 (4) of the Manitoba Act relate directly to the
question of squatters in the area formerly owned by the Hudson's Bay

Company. They require not onty occupancy with the sanct¡on of the

181 Manitoba Act (1870) 33 Vict. c.3, s.31182 lþld
l^83 chartrand, Paul L.A.H., Manitoba's Metis settlement sch
{S_askatoon, Native Law Centre
184 tbid
185 An Act Respecting the Revised Starures of Canada RSC 1gg6 C.4 S.s& Schedule A p.228O
186 tbid, s. 32
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Hudson's Bay company, but also the licence and authority of the HBc, ¡f

they were in areas where treaties had dispensed with aboriginal title. lf the

"squatters" were in areas where treaties had not extinguished aboriginal

rights, their occupancy based claims were specifically limited by "such

terms and conditions as may be determined by the Governor in Council.n187

This was the situation in the area including Cross Lake and Norway House.

The provísions of Section 35 of the Manitoba Act provide the

authority for the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba to become the Lieutenant

Governor of that area of Rupert's Land not included in Manitoba at that

time. This relates directly to the area including Cross Lake and Norway

House.

Those people who based their claims to property on the basis of

occupancy obviously had the right to obtain title to that property upon

application to the Crown. Historian D. N. Sprague, who is sympathetic to

the legal, political and social ríghts of these people, has indicated:

Metis squatters retaíned only the right to present the facts of

their cases to the Department of the lnterior. The claims that

were consistent with new settlement duty criteria received

clear titles. Claims that d¡d not meet the criteria of the

Department of the lnterior were denied and there was no right

of aPPeal.tss

Those people who either did not make such claims, or had them rejected,

had no further claim to the property.

The requirements for those people making claims based on occupancy

were set out by the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act of 1872.18s

lbid, S. 32(3) and 32(4)
Sprague, D.N., Canada and The Metis 1869-1885, p.183
SC 1872 c. 23

187
188
189
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Section 33 (5) of that Act reads as follows:

Every person claiming a homestead right from actuat settlement

must file his application for such claim, describing the land

settled, with the Local Agent within whose district such land

must b€, within thirty days next after the date of such

settlement, if in surveyed lands; but if in unsurveyed lands the

claimant must file such application within three months

following such land shail have been surveyed: and in either

case proof of settlement and improvement shall be made to the

Local Agent at the time of fillng such appliç¿1le¡.1so

Section 105 of the Act allows the Federal Minister to "make such

orders as he may deem necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act".

Section 108 states that all proceedings'properly taken" under Orders in

Council from 1871 "are hereby confirmed" and shall "remain in force"

unless inconsistent with the Act. lt appears that this statute was passed

pursuant to the provisions of the Manitoba Act and legitimately set out the

method by which occupancy based claims had to be resolved. Most of the

rejections were based either on the claimants' inability to prove cont¡nuous

occupation or improvements to the property. Some lands were not covered

by the Hudson's Bay Company survey of 1876.1s1

The Dominion Land Survey of the areas in question was compfeted in

1916. Subdivisions were created which included the personal residences

and surrounding areas of all occupants, inctuding squatters. Subsequently,

the occupants were notified that they could purchase their property from

the canadian Government for a set price per acre. Those people who did

190 tbid, s. 33(5)
191 Sprague, D.N., Canada and The Metis 1g6g-1gg5, p.,l33
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not pursue thís right had no further craim to their property.

on December 19, 1924, an order in councir was passed endorsing an
agreement between the canadian Government and the Hudson,s Bay

Company and it was stated that the "agreement in questíon is intended as a
final settlement on the questions in dispute as between the company and
the crow¡tr'1e2 section 12 of the order in council stated quite clearly that
the agreement constituted a "full and final settlement" of all claims by the
Hudson's Bay Company agaínst the Crown under the provisions of Section
5 of the Deed of Surrender for compensatíon under that agreement and any
statutes affectíng it.1s3 The agreement sought to ratify all exchanges of
land made between the Hudson's Bay company and the crown up to that
point in time.

It is crucial to review the relevant legislation which relates to water
rights generally and which may be directed specifically toward the questíon

of water rights in conjunction with hydro-electric projects.

As we have seen, Treaty b reserved to Her Majesty the free
navígation of all lakes and rivers and free access to the shores thereof. The
purpose of this Treaty as well as all similar Treaty documents was to
encourage agriculture among the lndians and to allow hunting and fishing
where the land was not required for other purposes. lt is common sense
that lands reserved for the lndians under any Treaty would be useless

without some use of the accompanying waterways. Thís extends to both
irrigation and transportat¡on use. lt has been pointed out that "at common
law, as in lndian traditional law, water itself was not the subject of property

192 Order
¡tish N

rn
1193 lb¡d

Dec. 19, 1924, referred to
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or ownership."ls+ lt has been further clarified that the surrender provisions

of the Treaties "did operate as an extinguishment of rights to the water
except to the extent indicated in the [¡s¿1iss'.iss

The particular legislation directly relating to water rights is the
Northwest Territories lrrigation Act1s6 passed by the Government of Canada

in 1894, with particular emphasis on Sections 4 - g. Section 7 provided

that any water right not authorized by licence by July l, 1g96 would be

forfeited to the Canadian Government. According to one student of this

area of history:

It does not appear that the Department of lndian Affairs applied

for any licences to protect lndian water rights ín the prairies.

Accordingly, lndían treaty and riparian rights to water appear to

have been confiscated by federal tegislation shortly after having

been granted.lsT

This author also concluded that "the effect of the statute was to
abrogate the common law notion that water was not the subject of
ownership and the common law concept of riparian rights".tsa When the

1912 statute extending the Northern boundaries of Manitoba came into

effect, it provided in part that "the interest of the Crown under the lrrigation

Act in the waters within such territory, shall continue to be vested ín the

Crown and administered by the Government of Canada for the purposes of
gtnu66n.1ss The term riparian rights has been defined by a recent author on

the subject as including the following aspects:

194 _ 
Bartlett, Richard H., "lndian water Ríghts on the prairies", ManitobaLqw Journal, 11, 1980, p.G2 ¡vv ' rnsr

1e5 !þd196 SC 1894 C.30, amended SC 1g9S C.33
197 Bartlett, Richard H., "lndian water Righis on the prairies", p.70198 lbid, p.69
199 Manitoba Boundaries Extens¡on Act, sc 1912 c.32 s.6
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1) right of access to the water;

2l rights of drainage;

3) rights relating to the flow of water;

4l rights relating to the quality of water;

5) rights relating to the use of water;

6) rights of accretion.2oo

No occupancy based claims in Cross Lake

advanced on the common law concept of water

effectively been eliminated by statute.

and Norway House can be

rights. These rights have

b) Manitoba Assumes Control 1g3O - 1g4g

ln 193O, Manitoba obta¡ned ownership of the Crown land and natural

resources in the province from the Government of Canada. Between l g3O

and 1948, the Manitoba Government passed legistation which laid the basis

for the creation of the Nelson River Power Reserve in the 1960's. lt was

supplemented by federal legislation where necessary. As a result, the

authorities were in a position to proceed with the measures deemed

necessary for hydro-electric development in the regíon in the 1960's and

1970's. There have been no challenges to the validity of any of this

legislation.

Premier John Bracken of Manitoba had been negotiating with the

Government of Canada in order to obtain provincial control of the natural

resources. Opportunities existed for pulpwood developments in the Lake

winnipeg area2o1, mineral deveropments around Flin lls¡2oz, and hydro-

?99 Bartlett, Richard H., "lndian water Ríghts on the prairies", p.67
?91 Kendle, John, _ ''(ìoronro,
University of Toronto press,ffi
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electric developments on the Winnipeg River, particularly around Seven

$i51s¡s.2os Control of the resources was considered crucial as Manitoba

attempted to diversify its economy. Legislation passed subsequent to 1g3O

substant¡ated províncial control of water rights. Legislatíon passed

concurrently by the Manitoba and Canadian governments ¡n 1g4B completed

the legal authority necessary for the hydro-electric developments of the
1960's.

We have determined the legal situation at the time of the transfer of
natural resources from the Federal Crown to the provincial Crown in 1g30.

That transfer was accomplished by a Natural Resources Transfer Agreement

which became part of the Constitution Act of 1930.204 Beneficial ownership
of the land and naturat resources in Manitoba was obtained by the províncial

Crown with the understanding that the Province had to make available to
the Federal Government unoccupied crown land so that canada could fulfil
any outstanding land entitlements required under Treaties with lndians. The

lndians also obtained rights for hunting, trapping and fishíng on unoccupied

Crown land in the province. The Federal Government continued to own and

operate the lndian Reserves within the Province. These were obligations of
the canadian Government under the 1g7o order in council.2os The

agreements came into effect on July 1O, 1930.206

It ís ¡mportant to note that part of the preamble to the British North

America Act 1930 which bore the subtitle "An Act to confirm and give

effect to certain agreements entered into between the Government of the
Dominion of Canada and the Governments of the provinces of Manitoba,
2O2 lbid, pp. 58 - 63
2O3 lbid, pp. 70 - A4
?O! (1930) 20.-21 George v C. 26 (U.K.)
?95 RSC 1985, Appendlx No.9206 !þxl
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British Columbía, Alberta and Saskatchewan respect¡vely" reads as follows:

A transfer would be made by canada to the province of the

unalienated natural resources within the boundaries of the

Provínce subject to any trust existing in respect thereof and

without prejudice to any interests other than that of the crown

in the Same. 2o7

Section 1 of the Act reads as follows;

The Agreements set out in the schedule to this Act are hereby

confirmed and shall have the force of law notwithstanding

anything in the British North America Act 1967 or any Act

amending the same or any Act of the parliament of canada, or

in any order in councíl or terms or conditions of union, made or

approved under any such Act as aforesaid.2og

Section 4 of the Act reads as follows;

All persons in peaceable possession of tracts of land at the

time of the transfer to canada in those parts of the province in

which the lndian title has not been extinguished shall have the

right of pre-emption of the same on such terms and conditions

as may be determined by the Governor in Council.2os

It is significant to note that these provisions apply only to those individuals

who were in "peaceable possession" of land at the time of transfer to

Canada in 1869. This land must not be reserve land.

Schedule I to the Act is the agreement between the Federal

Government and the Government of Manítoba. lt basically involves the

transfer from Canada to Manitoba of the Crown land and natural resources

2O7 lbid, Preamble
208 tbid, s.1
209 lbid, s.4
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w¡thin the Province. The first clause of the actual agreement regarding

Manitoba stipulates that there was a transfer of the interest in the Federal

Crown of all Crown lands, mines, minerals and royalties derived therefrom
within the Province "subject to any trusts existing in respect thereof and to
any interest other than that of the crown in the s3¡¡str.2ro

Section 2 of the Agreement is important because of the amendments

to it made by subsequent leg¡slation. lt originally read as follows:

The Province wilr carry out in accordance with the terms

thereof every contract to purchase or lease any crown lands,

mines or minerals and every other arrangement whereby any

person has become entitled to any interest therein as against

the crown, and further agrees not to affect or alter any term of
such contract to purchase, lease or other arrangement by

legislation or otherwise, except either with the consent of all

the parties thereto other than canada or insofar as any

legislation may apply generally to all similar agreements relating

to lands, mínes or minerals in the provínce or to any ¡nterest

therein, irrespective of who may be the parties 1þs¡s1s.21r

Sectíon 11 of the Agreement clarifies that the lndian reserves remain

the property of Canada and that the Province is obliged at the request of the

Federal Government to set aside out of the unoccupied Crown lands such

further areas as canada may need to fulfil any Treaty obligations.

Section 13 of the Agreement with Manitoba stipulates that provincial

laws will apply to the lndians except that the lndians could hunt, trap and

fish for food all year on unoccupied Crown lands or other land to which the

210
211

Schedule I s.1
Schedule I s.2

rbid,
tbid,
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lndians may have a right sf ¿6çss5.212

The provisions of Sections 11 and 1 3 indicate the Manitoba

Government's assumption of Federal responsibilities assumed under the

1870 order i¡ çerJnçil.2t3

Subsection 'ao of Section 18 of the agreement reads that nothing in
the terms of the transfer should affect "any lands for which Crown grants

have been made and registered under the Real property Act of the

Provincetr.214

The provisions of Sectío n 24 are important. The Section reads as

follows: "the foregoing provisions of th¡s agreement may be varied by

agreement confirmed by concurrent statutes of the Parliament of Canada

and the Legislature of the p¡eyi¡çsË.21s

The agreement with Manitoba came into effect on Juty l b, 1930.

The legal situation created as a result of the BNA Act 1930 has been

clarified by some of the recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada.

For instance, when the transfer to the provinces is stated to be "subject to
any trusts existing in respect thereof",2lo the decision in the Guerin ç¿ss2t7

clarifies that the relationship between the lndians of Canada and the Crown

is not a trust relationship. Rather, a fiduciary relatíonship is created with
respect to the property on which the lndians reside. By virtue of the

Sparrow decision, the aboriginal rights existing with respect to the property

can be disposed of by the Crown provided that the Crown states its
intention clearly.zte On the basis of these recent decisions, ít appears clear

212 lbid, Schedule I s.13
413 RSC 1985, Appendix No.9214 lbid, Schedule I s.1B215 lbid, Schedule I s.24216 lbid, Preamble
217 t19841 2 SCR 335218 119901 1 SCR 1075
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that the provis¡ons of the British North America Act 1930 do not prevent

subsequent legislation from affecting the rights of the descendants of

squatters in the area in question. We have also seen that people who had

potential claims based on occupancy were subject to a great deal of federal

legislation which determined their legal positions long before 1930.

The provísions of Section 24 of the Agreement came into play when

the Canadian and Manitoba Governments entered ¡nto subsequent

agreements. The first agreement of significance was sígned between the

respective Departments of Mines and Natural Resources on April 19, 1948.

It was ratified by both the Canadian Parliament and the Manitoba

Leg¡slature. The Federal statute was ent¡tled "The Manitoba Natural

Resources Transfer (amendment) Act, 1g4g'. lts subtitle was "An Act to
Amend the Manitoba Natural Resources Act". tt was assented to on June

30, 1948.21s The Manitoba statute bore the subt¡tle "An Act To Ratify A

Certain Agreement Between The Government Of The Dominion Of Canada

And The Government Of The Province Of Manitoba". lt was assented to on

April 22, 1948.220

significantly, additions are made to paragraph 2 of the original

agreement contained in the schedule to the British North America Act 1g30.

The provisions of the original section placed the Province under certain

requirements w¡th regard to commitments made previously by the Federal

Crown to other parties regarding such interests as mineral rights. The

Province of Manitoba was prohibited from affectíng the rights of any such

part¡es unless the consent was obtained of all the parties involved other

than the Federal Crown or unless the leg¡slation applied generally to lands,

1948 C.60
1948 C.1

219 SC
22O SM
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mines or m¡nerals in the province. The provisions of the 1g4B agreement

added dramatically to the exceptíons and gave the province sweeping power

in the creation of such undertakings as the Nelson River power Reserve.

The provisions are lengthy but should be studied closety. Added to the end

of paragraph 2 are the words "or except insofar as any legislation'

a) ls legislation relating to the control and regulation of the

generat¡on, development, transformation, transmission,

utilization, distribution, supply, delivery, dealing in, sale and use

of electrical power and energy in Manitoba, and of the flow and

the right to the use, for the generation and development of

such power and energy, or any other purpose connected

therewith, of the water at any time in any river, stream, water

course, lake, creek, spring, ravine, canyon, lagoon, swamp,

marsh or other body of water within the province and the

taking, diversion, storage or pondage of such water for any of

the said purposes whether by restriction, prohibition or

otherwise and whether generally or with respect to any

specified area therein

or

b) ls legislation providing for the taking, acquisition and

purchase by agreement or compulsorily or otherwise or by

expropriation of any indentures, agreements, arrangements,

permits, interim permits, final licences, licences, interim

licences, leases, interim leases, rights, liberties, privileges,

easements, benefits, advantages or other concessions of every

person of whatever nature, in relat¡on to the flow and right to

the use of the said water or the taking, diversion, storage or
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pondage thereof for the generation and development of electric

power and energy, the utilization, transm¡ssion, distribution and

sale of such power and energy, the occupat¡on and use of
crown lands of the province for the maintenance and operation

of hydro electric and other works of any person and any other

rights, liberties, privileges, easements, benefits, advantages

and concessions connected therewith or incidental or

appurtenant thereto

or

c) ls legislation providing for the taking, acquisition and

purchase by agreement or compulsorily or otherwise or by

expropriation of any property, works, plant, lands, easements,

rights, privileges, machinery, installat¡ons, mater¡als, devices,

fittings, apparatus, appliances, and equipment of any person

constructed, acquired or used in the generation, development

of or transmission of such power and energy or in the taking,

use, diversion, storage or pondage of said water and whether

generally in the said province in any specified area 1þs¡si¡.22r

The general effect of these lengthy provisions is significant. By

authority of an agreement between the Manitoba and canadian

Governments which was made pursuant to a specific provision in the British

North America Act 1930, the province has the right to invoke sweeping

powers in affecting the rights of property holders ¡f the province is doing so

in connection with the development of hydro-electrical power. The creation

of the Nelson River Power Reserve clearly fits within the parameters of the

authority granted to the province by virtue of the 1g4g legislation.

221 tbid, s.24
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With regard to water rights, Sectíon 1O of the 1930 statute clearly

provides an obligation on the part of the Province of Manitoba to set aside

out of unoccupied lands such further areas as the Federal Government may

require to fulfil any Treaty obligations of the Indians.222 With regard to any

further obligations which the province may have had, the Manitoba

Government very quíckly passed the Water Rights Act which provided a two

year period to obtain licences for previous uses of water. Otherwise "no

right to impound, divert, or use water for any purpose... shall exist by

virtue only of a riparian ownership of landr.223 According to the provisions

of Section 1 1 of the Provincial Lands Act passed later in 1930, there was

an absolute bar placed upon any Crown disposition of water rights except in

accordance with provincíal water rights lêgislatie¡.22+

Manitoba was quick to adopt legislation similar to federal taws which

had previously been applicable. For instance, under the provisions of the

Dominion Lands Act of 1go8, the Federal Government could make

regulations for the development of water power on Dominion lands subject

to any rights under the lrrigation Act. Section 2(al of this Act made it

directly applicable to Manitoba.22s According to the provisions of the

Dorninion water Power Act of lglg, water power on any Dominion lands

including Crown land in Manitoba was the subject. Section 4 stated in part

that "the property in and the right to the use of all Dominion water-powers

are hereby declared to be vested and shall remain in the Crown".22o There

was an except¡on for previous Crown grants. Section 6 provided Íor

222 (193O) 20-21 George V C.26 {U.K.)223 SM 1930 C.47 s,9(2)
224 SM 1930 C.32
225 SC 1908 C.20.
226 SC 1919 C.19
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expropriation of "any land or interest therein" so required.227

ln order to ensure that there was no uncertainty, the Manitoba and

Canadian Governments completed The Natural Resources Agreement Act
1938.228 This confirmed that the 193o Natural Resources Transfer included

all water and water powers within the Province as defined in the lrrigation

Act and the Dominion Waters Act. Although it is clear under the provisions

of the Transfer Agreement of 1930 that reserve land is the subject of
prohibition regarding Crown grants of water power, it must be remembered

that section 35 of the lndian Act provides for application of provincíal

expropriation authority where the Provincial Government çe¡ss¡1s.22s All of
this legislat¡on confirms the ability of the Manitoba Government to pass

subsequent legislation concerning hydro-electric development on the Nelson

River.

cl Hydro*Electr¡c Development 1963 -

By the early 1960's, significant changes ín Manitoba's political

climate created the necessary atmosphere for large scale hydro-electric

development- The Liberal-Progressive coalition which had governed

Manitoba since 1922 was defeated in the 1958 election. lts successor was

a Progressive conservative government headed by Duff Roblin, an

aggressive young winnipeg businessman. The previous government had

freed the pnovince from debt. Historian w. L. Morton analyzed the

operations of the Roblin government and concluded that "the key to its

programme was the resolve to borrow against future development to meet

227 tb¡d, s.6
228 sM 1938 q2.7, c_tarifying The water power Act, sM 1930 c,46229 RSC 1985 C.t-6 S.35'
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present needstr.23o Unlike his predecessors, Roblin saw no virtue in

abstaining from borrowing. He consídered prudent borrowing for industrial

growth as "investments in development which would yield the revenues to

service and retire dsþ1rr.231 Morton described thís attitude as "the thinkíng

of the aggressive businessman and of the economist who believed in social

investmenltt.232 Another hístorian, Alex Netherton, has described this

approach as Keynesian because 'the full weight of public power was used

to foster economic growth."233 The New Democratic Party government

under Edward Schreyer, which governed from 1969 to 1977, 'only

marginally changed the role of the government in the economy", according

to Netherton and another scholar, James Jvls{llisls¡.ze+

The process leading to the large scale development of the Nelson

River Reserve started in 1963. At that time Manítoba and Canada entered

into an agreement for a joint study of the power potential and development

program for the Nelson River.23s lt was introduced to the Manitoba

legislature by Premier Duff Robl¡n.236 A further agreement along the same

lines was made ¡n 1964.237 By 1966, both levels of government agreed

that the development of the Nelson River power potential should proceed.

As a result, an agreement between the Canadian and Manitoba

23O Morton, W. L., Manitoba - A History (2nd ed), p.485
231 rbid
232 rbid
233 Netherton, Alex, "The Shifting Points of Politics: A Neo-lnstitutional
Analysis" in Brownsley, Keith and Howlett, Michael (ed). The Provincial
State - Politics in Canada's Provinces and Territories (Toronto, Copp-Clark
Pitman, - 1992), p.181
234 lbid, p.187, and McAllister, James 4., The Government of Edward
Schreyer - Democratic Socialism in Manitoba (Montreal, McGill - Oueen's
University Press, 1 984)
235 Lake Winnipeg, Churchill & Nelson Rivers Study Board, Background
Documents and lnterim Reports, Technical Report Appendíx I

236 Debates of the Manitoba Legislature #8 - 1963, p.50
237 rbid
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Governments was signed on February 15, 1966.238 premier Roblin

emphasized its economic potent¡al when introducing the agreement to the

legislatu¡s.zes The Government of Canada was represented by the Minister

of Energy, Mines and Resources and the Government of Manitoba was

represented by the Minister of Public Utilities. This agreement forms the

basis of the power development that occurred in Northern Manitoba since

that time.

Both levels of government agreed to co-operate in the development of
the hydro-electric potential of the Nelson River and they stated in the

preface to the agreement that "the parties envisaged in any such

development the conversion of the massive natural resource presented by

the Nelson River into a power base for industrial and economic development

in the province and for sales outside the provin ce' .2&

The preface concluded by stating that both levels of government

agreed to undertake forthwith "construction of the facilities necessary to
give effect to the development of the hydro-electric potential of the Nelson
pliyg¡r'.241

The obligations of the respective parties are clearty set out ín the

agreement. Manitoba was obligated to construct a hydro-electric generating

stat¡on at Kettle Rapids on the lower Nelson River by no later than

November 30, 1971.242 Manitoba and canada were to agree jointly on the

?98 Com.plete agreement found in Manitoba Hydro Collection, Legislatíve
Libra rv -u-1{er "A gieement Betwee n the coveinmeit oi CãñãJa''nãliesenteo
þy tne Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources ãno tne covãinmånt of theProvince of Manirob.g, represenred by the rr¿¡ññeì ot Èùuið ul¡iiiiäî,February 15, 1966."
239 Debates of rhe Manitoba Legislature #12 - 1966, pp.233 ff
?4o Agreemenr between canadiand Manitoba Febrúarii rs, l'ó06,Preamble
241 lþld242 lbid, Clause 2
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routing, design and arrangement for the construction of transmission

facilities from the northern sites to Southern Manitoba and to the provincial

borders.2as lt was Canada's obligation to design, construct and to place in

service the transmission facilities for the power with the first portion to be

completed no later than November 30, 1971.244 Once the transmission

facilities were operative, Manitoba would lease them from the Federal

Government and would be responsible for their operation, maintenance and

control.24s lt was a joínt responsibility to agree on all matters regarding

what was necessary for the transmission facilities.246

Both levels of government appointed agents to perform their

respective obligations. The Federal Agent was Atomic Energy of Canada

Ltd.247 The Provincial Agent was Manitoba Hydrs.2+e The provisions

regarding the creation of the Nelson Ríver Power Reserve are set out in
clause four of the Agreement. Due to the subject matters referred to in this

paper' it is essential to examine thís clause in its entirety:

Manitoba shall acquire all lands not owned by Her Majesty The

oueen in right of Manitoba which, together with lands in the

Province already vested in the crown, are in the opiníon of

canada and Manitoba, necessary or necessarily incidental to

the constructíon and operation of the transmission facilities,

and shall transfer to Canada the administration and control of

all such lands or port¡ons thereof as are required exclusively for

the construct¡on, operat¡on, maintenance and use of the

243 tb¡d,
244 tbid,
245 tbid,
246 tbid,
247 lbid,
248 rbid,

Clause 3
Clause 5
Clause 14
Clause 9
Clause 7
Clause 8
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transmíssion facilities. unpatented lands vested in Her Majesty

the Oueen in right of Manitoba shall be transferred to Canada

at no cost to canada. Lands required to be acquired by

Manitoba shall be transferred to canada at the cost of
acquisition thereof by Manitoba except that in the case of lands

acquired by Manitoba from Manitoba Hydro, they shall be

transferred to canada at the cost of acquisition thereof by

Manitoba Hydro. patented lands vested in Her Majesty the

o.ueen in right of Manitoba for which public monies had to be

spent for acquisition shall be transferred to Canada at the cost

of acquisition thereof by Manitoba. Lands which are required

for the construction, operat¡on, and maintenance and use in

common of both station or the terminus and the transmission

facilities and additíons thereto, shall remain vested in and under

the administration and control of Her Majesty the oueen in
right of Manitoba, or Manítoba Hydre.z+s

The acquisition and administration of lands mentioned in the clause

refer strictly to land which is essential for the construction and operat¡on of
the transmission facilities. These facilities are definitely essential to the

hydro-electric development scheme. The development is viewed as a very

positive move by both federal and provincial authorities. The clause falls

within the requirements set out by recent court decisions.

A further clause in the Agreement indicated that following November

30, 1971, Manitoba may purchase and acquire the transmission facilities

and the lands referred to in clause four for the amount which Canada had

249 lbid, Clause 4
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spent on its development plus an agreed rate of interest.2s Clause twenty-

six of the Agreement stated that a review committee consisting of three

representatives from each of Canada and Manitoba had to be established by

November 30, 1971 "for the purpose of reviewing the performance of this

Agreemen1rr.25l

The underlying optimism concerning the potential of power sales

becomes very obvious when reading clause twenty-níne of the Agreement:

Manitoba shall use its best endeavours to sell to electric power

utilities outside the province the maximum amount of power

and energy surplus to Manitoba's needs which is available from

Nelson River sources, provided always that canada may

purchase from Manitoba for sale to electric power utilities

outside the province, power and energy generated on the

Nelson River which is surplus to Manitoþ¿'s ¡ssçts.2s2

Manitoba needs were stated to include any obligatíons for sale

outside the province which Manitoba had entered into.2ss The proceeds

from the sale of energy to outside sources were to be split Bro rata based

on each government's level of investment at the time of the sale.2s4 A

further clause indicated that Manitoba must account at the end of each

power year for all the electricity produced so that the potential for further

sales would become obv¡ous.2ss The optimism of both parties was further

evidenced by the clauses which stipulated that ¡f Manitoba received

demands for further electrical sales then it would become the obligation of

250 rbid,
251 tbíd,
252 ¡b¡d,
253 !þld254 tbid,
255 rbid,

Clause 25
Clause 26
Clause 29

Clause 17
Clause 22
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the Canadian Government to build more transmission facilities to any of

Manitoba's borders including the lnternational Border.256 Provision was

made for supplementary agreements regarding further construction if greater

demands did take place.zsz

ln effect, the major obligation of Canada under the Agreement was to

build the transmission system which was to be leased to the Province during

the repayrnent period. lt was Manitoba's obligation to construct a dam and

generat¡ng system at Kettle Rapids on the Nelson River, to construct the

works which were necessary to divert water from the Churchill River to the

Nelson River and to construct the works which were necessary to permit

the level of water on Lake Winnipeg and its outflow to the Nelson River to

be controlled and regulated.

The first major controversy of the program erupted in 196g when

Manitoba Hydro applíed for a licence to proceed with a high level diversion

of the Churchill River through South lndian Lake. After a great deal of

public discussion. this procedure was turned down on the basis that there

was "anticipated environmental dômage".2sa

ln 197O, the Government of Manitoba issued a licence to Manitoba

Hydro pursuant to the provisions of The Water Power fiç12ss which allowed

Hydro to divert the Churchill River and to regulate the level of Lake

Winnipeg w¡th¡n certa¡n perameters.260 This was authorized by a províncial

Order ¡n Counc¡1.26r The diversion of the Churchill River through South

256 lbid, Clause 27
257 lbid, Clause 28
258 Lake winnip.g, churchill & Nelson Rivers study goard, Technical
Report Appendix 1-J, p.3
259 RSM 1970 c. W7O
260 Lake winnipe_g, churchill & Nerson Rivers study Board, Technícal
Report Appendix 1-C
261 Order-in-Council 757171
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lndian Lake was at the so-called "low levet". The regulation of Lake

Winnipeg was to be between 711 and 715 feet above ss¿ lsysl.262 The rate

of diversion of waters was not to exceed 30,OOO cubic feet per second,263

The licence granted for the diversion of the Churchill River was on an

interim basis and it was not finalized until December, 1972.264

The diversions and regulations which affected the commun¡ties of
Norway House and cross Lake were not done in the absence of
consideration for the residents of those communities. Under the terms of
the Canada Water Act 197036s Canada and the provinces were obliged ,,to

jointly particípate in research, pranning and imprementat¡on of programs

relating to the conservation, development and utilization of water
resources'1266 Top priority was given to the development of the Nelson

River.

on september 23, 1970, the Manitoba Government and Manitoba

Hydro announced that Hydro proposed to affect control of Lake Winnipeg

by 1974 and to follow with the Churchill River Diversion in 1g7E or 1976.
ln the meantime, they were going to launch a three year study to examine

the environmental and social implications of these act¡ons.267 A
Canada/Manitoba Advisory Committee was formed under the authority of
the canada water Act and on september 9, 1971 an agreement was signed

to exam¡ne officially these implications. tts mandate was:

To determine effects that regulation of Lake winnipeg,

262 Lake winnipeg, churchill & Nelson Rivers study Board, TechnicalReport, p.2-1
263 tb¡d
264 lbid, pp.2-5
265 canada warer Act RSC 1g7o c.5 fist supprement)266 Lake winnipeg, churchiil & Nersón niueli-5iüdy Bóard, TechnicarReport p. l-J
267 lbid, p.4
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diversion from the churchill River, and development of the

hydro-electric potential of the Churchill River Diversion Route

are likely to have on other water and related resource uses and

to make recommendations for enhancing the overall benefits

with due consideration for the protection of the enviro¡¡¡s¡1.268

This report was sanctioned by legislation from both Canada and Manitoba

and was to be completed by April SO, 1975.26s

The Provincial Government also had advice from other bodies. The

Manitoba Water Commission was created in order to be "responsible for
determining and recommending to the Minister the most acceptable and

practical range of regulation of Lake Winnipeg water levels in the best social

and economic interests of the people of the Provincetr.27o During the early

1970's some thirteen reports were prepared for the Commission.2Tl

similarly, in september of 1971, the Lake winnipeg Management Board was

created to be "responsible for establishing perameters for the pattern of
regulation of Lake Winnípeg".zzz

It is crucial to understand the role of Manitoba Hydro in these

dealings. Aside from being the designated agent of the provincíal

Government in its dealings with Atomic Energy of canada, Hydro is the

Crown Corporation responsible for providing the electricity necessary to
meet the demands of the people and of the economy of Manitoba. Under

the provisions of the Manitoba Hydro Act,273 its mandate is "to provide for

268 lbid, l-Bar2-3
269 Order in Councit pC 19701,
Lake Winnipeg, Churchill & Nelson
Appendix l, p.1
?7O lbid, Appendix t-J, p.1t
271 tb¡d
272 lbid, p.12
273 RSM 1 970 C.H 1 90

1776 Order ln Council 757171. Found in
Rivers Study Board, Technical Report
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the cont¡nuance of a supply of power adequate for the needs of the
province and to promote economy and efficíency in the generatíon,

d¡stribution, supply and use of pows¡".22+

Manitoba Hydro's utilization of water resources in the province and

the construction of any necessary works for the generation of hydro-electric
power require the issuance of the necessary licences by the provincial

Government. ln that wôy, there is always direct Governmental control of
any major initiatives desired by Manitoba Hydro.

The governmental bodies had to deat with two different levels of
administration when considering the communities of Cross Lake and Norway
House. The registered lndians in the communities who lived on Reserve

#19 elected a chief and a Band council. These were supported by the

Government of canada through the Department of lndian Affairs and

Northern Development. Under the provisions of the The Commissioner of
Northern Manitoba Affairs Act 1 97O,275 the non-registered tndíans were able

to participate in the election of a Mayor and Council so that they had an

official voice. Prior to that they just relied on non-official "head ¡¡s¡,,.276

The report prepared for the Provincial Government concerning the

community of Cross Lake pointed out that it was essential to understand

that both levels of local administration had to be considered. lt went on to
state that "the most distinctive feature of the Cross Lake leadership is its
duality".ztt The authorities apparently felt that this duality was long

standing in the community and attributed it to the creation of the reserve

under Treaty #5. The report stated that "this essentially separated lndíans

274 tbid, s.2
275 RSM 1970 c. N1OO
276 cross Lake community profile Technical Report #b, p.1oS277 lbid, p.1 14
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from Metis and placed the Treaty lndians under the paternalistic supervision

of the Federal Governme¡{tr.278 The further effect was that this "created a

rift between the lndians and Metis groups. The Metis were neither regarded

as lndians nor accepted as whiteñ.27e

There is no doubt that the Governmental author¡ties legitimately

believed that the diversion and regulat¡on schemes were necessary to fulfil

an economic objective of generating substantially more hydro-electric

power. There is also no doubt that they realized that communities such as

Cross Lake and Norway House would be adversely affected by the results of
these schemes. ln fact, the report specifically completed for the Cross Lake

Community stated bluntly that 'the community of Cross Lake has been and

will continue to be affected by the Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson

River hydro-electric power develop¡¡s¡1". 28o

The technical report prepared to address the social and economic

impact of the Nelson River Hydro Development on a number of communities

emphasized that the end of the South lndian Lake controversy did not signal

an end to concerns for other northern areas. A portion of the report stated:

ln addition to the social and economic impact on the

community of south lndían Lake, the diversion of the churchill

River and the regulation of Lake winnipeg will affect people

living in the communities of Nelson House, cross Lake, Norway

House, llford, wabowden, york Landing, sprit Lake, Giilam,

Bird Pikwitone¡, and Church¡ll.2s1

278 lbid, p.2O
279 lbid, pp.21-22
28O lbid, p.4
281 social & Economic tmpact of the Nelson River Hydro Development
Technical Report # 7 Manitoba Department of Northern Affairs, June, lglg,p.127
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The same report prepared for the Provincial Government concluded

that, once the diversion area and regulatory scheme was set up, the effect

would be substantial on Lake Winnipeg in that "in winter the levels would

generally be 1 - 1 112 feet higher than under unregulated conditions, while

in summer, the levels will be 1 112 to 2 1/4 feet lower than under

unregulated condit¡ons n. 282

The intentions of the governments and their knowledge of the
potential adverse affects were very succinctly stated by premier Ed

Schreyer in the letters which he addressed to both Cross Lake and Norway

House residents on January 31 ,1975. Early in the letters he stated that
"there ís no doubt that Lake Winnipeg regulation will have some negative

effects on your community".2a3 He justified the entire regulatory scheme by

stat¡ng that "this project is being built because of the need for more electric

power especially at a time of growing uncertainty regarding alternative

supplies of oil and other fuels".28a Premier Schreyer further indicated that
his Government was committed "to take all possible and reasonable steps to

see to ¡t that no unnecessary inconveniences will occur".2Bs His

commitment went beyond this when he stated "a compensat¡on program

will be available to ass¡st anyone who may suffer a toss of income or whose

property or equipment is damaged as a result of the project".286

These 'commitments" obviously extended to both Treaty lndians and

non-status lndians who were not living on a reserve. However, it does not

address the legal quest¡on of whether peopte whose t¡tle to property was

282 lbid, p.10
283 Premier Ed_Schreyer to Resdients of Cross Lake and Norway House,January 31, 1975
284 lbid285 tbid
286 rbid
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based on squatters' ríghts would have any legitimate claim under the

program. lt seems reasonable to assume that the "commitments" referred

to by Premier Schreyer probably formed the extent of any obligations owed

to these people. Schreyer subsequently spoke in the legislature on the issue

of compensation obligations and the provisions of the Northern Flood

Agreement, which this thesis will explore ¡n greater detail. He said that,

"basically there are two aspects to th¡s agreement. One is relat¡ng to

compensatory requirements and one is deemed to be unrelated to
compensatory obligations but is rather of a broad economiç 1þ¡g51'.287 He

then questioned the Finance Minister as to whether the money requested for
payments under the Agreement was part of the "compensatory" feature or

'general economic development prov¡s¡onsx.28s

The process involved in the formation of the Churchill River Diversion

project and the resulting agreement of December 1977 appear to be

consistent with the statutory requirements. The Manitoba Government, the

Manitoba Hydro Electric Board and the five lndian Bands together with the

Government of Canada, established principles of compensation for the

adverse effects of flooding on the reserves involved. The Government of
canada stated that it wanted to ensure that the special rights of lndians,

especially those arising from Treaty #5, were adequately protected and set

forth the basis of the compensation which they were offering. The lndians

were assured their right of navigat¡on and maintenance of navigability of
waterways affected by the project, protection of burial places and cultural

art¡facts, first priority to all wildlife resources and equivalent compensat¡on

for damage to traditional hunting, trapping and fishing.eas

?97 Deþates of Manitoba Legislature No.26, 1979, p.b09g288 tbid
289 Northern Flood Agreement, December 1 6, 1977,lndian and Northern
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The adequacy of the compensation may be debated at some length,

but the process appears to be properly constituted and no statutory

obligations appear to have been overlooked. ln particular, the province has

been involved in fulfillíng its requirement to set aside land. There is no

statutory provisíon requiring the Province to set aside any water rights

inciderital to land which is provided.

The most modern legislation which appears to be relevant to the

quest¡ons at ¡ssue is the Crown Lands Act of 1970 and, in particular,

Section 51Fof the Act which permits the Provincial Government to "raise or

lower the levels of a body of water adjacent to the land, regardless of the

effect upon the land, but subject to the payment of compensation for

Permanent improve¡¡g¡15rr.2eo

The Government of canada, Government of Manitoba, Manitoba

Hydro and the Northern Flood committee lnc. signed an economic

development agreement on September 1, 19772s1 and then executed the

Northern Flood Agreement on December 16, 1 977.2s2 The documents were

rat¡f¡ed by the membership of the five lndian Bands from Cross Lake,

Norway House, Nelson House, split Lake and york Factory on March 1b,

1978.2s3 They supported the Agreement by almost a two to one margin. In

cross Lake, there was a s7 per cent approval rate, while in Norway House,

the approval rate was 7o p€r cent.2s+ These agreements attempted to

alleviate the plight of the lndian people affected by the Nelson River

Affairs Canada
29O RSM 1 970 c. C34O291 Economic _Development program, september 1, 1977, lndian and
Northern Affairs Canada
292 Northern Flood Agreement, December 16, 1977
??3 "Development of the Lake Winnipeg Regulation Churchill/Nelson River
Diversion Project and the Northern Frood Aj"reement", tndian & ñorthern
Affairs Canada, p.8
294 Debates of Manitoba Legislature No.26 - 1g7g, p.S
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Developments and also sought to enhance the long term economic and

social conditions in the five communities involved. The Governmental

bodies acknowledged that the entire scheme "has substantively altered the

surrounding environment and led to adverse effects on the communities

living along the waterwaysn.2e5 The Governments had obligations to
members of these communíties which stretched all the way back to the

187O order in council which placed Rupert's Land under the jurisidiction of
the Government of Canada.2se

The Northern Flood Committee lnc. was incorporated by the five

lndian bands involved. lt was a vehicle to further the interests of the

part¡cular band members. ln the preamble to the Northern Flood Agreement,

it was conceded by all parties that "it is not possible to foresee all the

adverse results of the project nor to determine all those persons who may

be affected by i1'.esz

The Agreement defined a person as being any individual who was a

member of one of the lndian bands involved or any group whose

membership was wholly or substantially comprised of these i¡çliyiju¿ls.zss

A community was defined as inctuding all persons resident on a reserve.2ss

A settlement was defined as includlng the community ptus:

All non treaty lndians and Metis, collectively, whose principal

residences are adjacent to a community and within the area

commonly described by the name of the community,

notwithstanding that the location of such residence may also

?99 l?"^uqþpfent of the Lake Winnipeg Regularion",296 RSC 1985, Appendix No. 9297 Northern Flood Agreement, December 16, 1977,298 lbid, Article 1.12-
299 lbid, Article 1.6

p.9

Preamble Section E
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be described by some other, more particular name.3æ

The Agreement specifically st¡pulated that no clause of the document

should be deemed to extend Canada's obligations to any people who are not

defined as lndians within the meaning of the lndian Act.3ot From the time

of the 1870 order in councí|,3o2 specífic Government obligations were

limited to lndians. The obligations to other residents were generally

confined to granting them access to a competent court system which

dispersed British justice.

Under the terms of the Agreement, the lndian band at Cross Lake

granted to Manitoba Hydro an easement ¡n the reserve for all land up to 690
feet above sea level which was contiguous to the Nelson River.3o3 The

Norway House band granted Manitoba Hydro similar rights to all reserve

land below 717.5 feet above sea level whích was contíguous to the Nelson

Ríver.3o4 ln both cases there was an expressed stipulation that "the

easement is granted to Hydro solely for reasons directly associated with the
project and does not grant to Hydro any other right in the easement

l¿¡d'r.3os In exchange, the lndian bands received four acres for every acre

which was affected by the projecl.soo

Article 18 of the Agreement sought to exptain the motives of the

part¡es involved in signing the Agreement and the related schedufes.

According to the provisions of Article 18.1, both Canada and Manitoba

were attempting to provide the greatest benefit possible through the project

without unduly prejudicing the present and potentíal development of the

300 lbid, Article 1.17
301 lbid. Article 2.2
3O2 RSC 1985, Appendix No. 9303 lbid, Arricle 3.6 - 3.61304 lbid, Article 3.6 - 3.62305 lbid, Article 3.93
306 lbid, Article 3.1
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affected water bodies for other resource uses and users. Article 1g.2

clarified that the project was intended to benefit all Manitobans and

Canadians but that "it is in the public ¡nterest to ensure that any damage to

the interests, opportunities, lifestyles and assets of those adversely affected

be compensated appropriately and iustly".soz

With regard to the non-status lndians and Metis in the areas affected,

it is important to note the provisions of articte 18.3, which reads "Canada

and Manítoba, to the extent ¡t ¡s practicat to do so will seek to avoid

creating inequíties w¡thin any settlement that would adversely affect the

relationship between a cornmunity and other residents of a settls¡¡s¡1,,.3o8

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 16, the part¡es involved signed a

community development plan for the five communíties. The plan was

attached as schedule E to the actual Northern Flood Agreement. lt is

sígnifícant to note that the terms of paragraph 3 of the Plan state that it will

be developed in concert w¡th the residents of the communities and that

"residents in this context shall include, without prejudice to the jurisdiction

and obligation of Canada, non-treaty residents and their representatíves who

ffiây, at their option, participate equally and benefit equally from the

community planning Process".30g This is the most significant port¡on of the

documents in question as related to affected occupiers who were not status

lndians.

Art¡cle 24 of the Northern Flood Agreement sets up a process for

arbitration of various forms of dispute which may arise under the provisions

of the Agreement. since 1977, many claims have been presented to the

arbitrator. on a number of occasions, Manitoba Hydro objected to the

3O7 lbid, Article 18.2
308 lbid, Article 18.3
309 lbid, Schedule E S.3
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jurisdiction of the arbitrator to hear particular disputes on the basis that

some or all of the claimants were not status lndians who were members of

the particular bands.31o Although the arbitrator was never forced to make a

ruling on those particular points and it does not appear that there was ever

a court challenge on this quest¡on, Manitoba Hydro on a number of
occasions did settle claims and advance monies ¡n instances where non-

status lndians and Metis were sl¿irn¿¡15.31t

The Manitoba government has fulfilled legal obligations which it may

have to descendants of squatters in the affected areas. We have previousfy

established the legal validity of the development scheme itself. No legal

challenge has successfully undermined the fundamentals of the project. The

only realistic attacks must centre on inadequate consideration of the
project's effects. The distinction between the legal and the socio-economic

impact of the Nelson River Project was, of course, continually and carefully

maintained by such proponents as Edward Schreyer. Sympathy for existing

conditions led to the creation of economic development programs. Such

sympathy must not be confused wíth legal obligations. Compensatory

funding came from the Government of Canada to meet statutory and Treaty

obligations to lndians.3l2 Legal obligations did not extend beyond this

funding.

310 Northern Floo! _Agreement, Status Report Re: Arbitratíon Claims1977 1987, tndian & Noithern Affairs canadai-ctaimJ No.ã5;'ls, +a, +jand 48
311 lbid, Cfaims No.3b, 45 and 49312 No.26, 1979, pp,51 4g tt
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSTON

The legal basis for the present day debate concerning rights of
inhabitants of Cross Lake and Norway House appears to be quite clear.

Under valid international law of the day, the British Crown exercised

authority over the area in question and granted rights to the Hudson's Bay

Company which lasted for two hundred years. These rights were then

transferred to the Government of Canada by the provisions of the order in

council of June 23, 1870313 and, in part, these obligations were transferred

to the Province of Manitoba by the provisions of the 1g3O Natural

Resources Transfer Agreems¡1.3la lf the interpretation in this thesis of the

relevant law is correct, the legislation and case law up to the present time

do not justify a legal basis for the claims of the people who are descendants

of squatters in the area of cross Lake and Norway House. These people

rnay have claims which are deemed to be just by canadians, but they
cannot be based on faulty legal grounds.

At the time of the sale of Rupert's Land from the Hudson's Bay Co. to
Canada, the only legal obligations owed to the inhabitants of Rupert's Land

were those provided for by the Crown. Canadian jurisprudence does not

support the concept of any inherent rights of self government or land

ownership. However, the law of Canada does make it clear there was a

fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the aboriginal peoples with
regard to their land holding interests. This relationship only extends to
those individuals in the area in quest¡on who could be defined as "lndians"

under the terms of the lndian Act. With regard to any non-status lndians or

?13 RSC 1985, Appendix No. 9314 contained in schedule to the BNA Act 1g30, 20-21 George y, c.26
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Metis of any type in the cross Lake or Norway House regíon, they would

have protection only to the extent of legislation which applied to them.

This interpretat¡on of the legal position leads to the conclusion that
Canadian legislation both at the Federal and provinciat levels definitely
superseded any aboriginal land rights that may have existed at one time. As

we have seen, there is an abundance of Canadian legislation which ís

inconsistent w¡th the concept of aboriginal land rights. Even an observer

sympathetic to aboriginal self government, Bruce Clark, has conceded that
"such a supersession might have been legally possible ¡f the basis for the

aboriginal right had only been domestic common l¿e7r.31s

It is not the point of this thesis to review the many land transact¡ons

whích took place in Manitoba following its entry into Confederation.

Numerous other works have detailed the instances of fraud and other
misdealings in relation to the aboriginal people including non-status lndians

and Metis.316 lf individuals were deprived of their legitimate land holdings

through fraud or other illegality, they obviously should have a good cause of
act¡on in reclaiming what was rightfully theirs. However, these incidents of
misconduct do not detract from the fact that the Federal and provincial

Governments enacted legislation which could have been used by squatters

in Cross Lake and Norway House in order to protect their real estate

¡nterests through proper registration.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Manitoba Act, all squatters who
were in possession of their land prior to Manitoba's entry into

Confederation, had the right to have their interest converted into a

registered freehold estate. The precise terms and conditions would be set

ql q Clark, Bruce, p.g
116.. S.p¡ggu_e_, ?.ry.,.C {t8s, and Chartrand,Paul L.A.H., Manitoba'a
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by the Federal Government. This complíed with the provisions of Section

15 of the 1870 order ¡n council.3l7 As has been documented elaborately in

studies of Manitoba history of the 1870's and 1880's, numerous legislation

was passed which touched on how such registrations were to take place.

Those occupiers of property in the Cross Lake and Norway House regions

who did not avail themselves of these rights lost them over t¡me.

Similarly, unregistered occupiers of property surrounding Cross Lake

and Norway House were granted rights under the Dominion Lands Act of

1872 which were to becor-ne applicable after the land in question had been

surveyed. The survey was basically completed in 1g16 and, in fact, the

Canadian Government subsequently notified occupiers of property ¡n the

region that they could purchase the land from the Federal Government at a

set price per acre. Again, examples of such occupiers being "cheated', from

their property due to the fact that they were taken advantage of by more

sophisticated individuals or by the fact that they were unable to read the

appropriate not¡ces do not detract from the fact that the governments in

question provided legal rights which they had the option to exercise.

The occupiers of the property in question also had the right to apply

for registrat¡on of their water rights. This was granted by the Canadian

Government under the Northwest Territories lrrigation Act and was later

confirmed by the Water Rights Act. Concerns that the occupiers may not

have understood their legal rights at that time must not detract from the fact

that the legislation in question was passed validly, the occupiers did have an

opportunity to exercise their rights according to the terms of the legislation,

and the deadlines passed in many cases without any exercise of the rights

tak¡ng place.

317 RSC 1985, Appendix No. 9
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It must be remembered that the creat¡on of the Nelson River power

Reserve and the subsequent diversionary schemes formed part of a

provincial and national attempt to harness hydro electric power for the

benefit of canadians and, in particular, Manitobans. The chronology of
legislation involved fails to point out any legal irregularity by the

governments in question. Under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act,

19o8, the canadian Government could make regulations for the

development of water power on Crown lands. Under the Dominion Water

Power Act of 1919, the Crown could expropriate any land or interest in land

that was required for the development of water power. Under the Water

Power Act of 193o, the Manitoba Government clearly stated that Crown

rights under the two previous Federal Acts were now in Manitoba
jurisdiction. The Natural Resources Agreement Act of 1g3g clearty

confirmed that Manitoba now had jurisdiction over ail water and water
powers w¡thin the province. Under the lndian Act, provincial expropriation

is endorsed.

Leading Canadian court decisions in this area of law support the

notion that the governments have acted legally in the hydro-electric

development schemes in northern Manitoba. The Hudson's Bay company

received a valid charter from Great Britain in 1670 and basically ruled the

regíon for the next 200 years. The Supreme Court of Canada determined in

the case of Sigeareak E1-53 v. The Oueen3rs 1¡¿1 the Royal proclamation of
1763 did not apply to territory which was granted to the Hudson,s Bay

Company. The HBC was entitled to make laws for the area which included

land grants.

The status lndians in

318 t19661 SCR 645

the region of Cross Lake and Norway House
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surrendered all title to their lands pursuant to the provisions of Treaty S in

1875. Many of them were relocated to the area which became reserve #19

which remained under the jurisdiction of the Government of Canada after

the natural resource transfers of 1930. The non status lndians and Metis

"squatted" on unoccupíed Crown land which was under the jur¡sdiction of
the Government of Canada from 1870 until 1930 and then was under the

jurisdiction of the Government of Manitoba from l ggO until the present

t¡me.

The St. Catherine's ç¿ss31s became authority for the proposition that
"the tenure of the lndians was a personal and usufructuary right, dependent

upon the goodwill of the sovereign".32o This could be unilaterally revoked

by the crown at any time. This statement of the law was upheld by the

Calder decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1973.321 The majority

judgment of Mr. Justice Judson concluded that any rights which the lndians

had in the land in question were "dependent on the goodwill of the

sovereigntr322 3¡6f that the sovereígn had, in effect, taken away these rights

when it opened up the property in question for settlement. He went on to

conclude that "there is no ríght to compensation for such claims in the

absence of a statutory direction to pay".323

The Guerin decision of the Supreme Court of Canada324 is author¡ty

that the crown's obligations to the lndians "cannot be defined as a

1¡s51r.32s The Crown simply has a fiduciary duty to act in the lndians' best

interest when dealing with the land. The lndians' interest in the land was

319 (1888) 14 AC 46
32O lbid, pp. 53-54
321 t19731 2 SCR 335
322 lbid, p.328
323 lbíd, p.3214
324 t19841 2 SCR 335
325 lbid,p.375
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sui generis.

The decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in the Soarrow çsss32s

is authority for the proposition that the Crown can indeed extinguish
aboriginal land rights provided that it exhibits a clear and plain intention to
do so' The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada rendered the
opinion that "there was from the outset never any doubt that sovereignty
and legislative power, and indeed the underlying t¡tle to such lands vested ¡n

the crownn.327

Legislation interfering with aboriginal land rights was subject to a

twofold test. The first element of the test was whether an existing right
was interfered with. Clearly in the case of the residents of the Cross Lake

and Norway House areas, their long stand¡ng right to occupy the property
was interfered with by the hydro-electric development.

This leads to the second part of the test. The first question to be

asked in this part of the test is whether there is a valid legislative objective
and whether the particular interference was necessary in order to attain the
objective. Clearly the Nelson River Power Reserve and the diversionary
schemes were deemed necessary to harness the hydro-electric potential of
the Nelson River. The second question was whether the regulation

complied with the fiducíary duties and responsibilities of the Crown. lt
appears obvious that the two levels of Government as well as Manitoba
Hydro complied with this obligation. They formed a number of commitfees

which investigated all aspects of the scheme and negotiated a compensation
package. The third quest¡on was whether there had been as little
infringement as possible to obtain the desired result. ln each instance, the

tl9901 1 scR 1075
lbid, p.1 103

326
327
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governmental bodies declined to pursue higher level flooding on the basis

that there was concern over the increased environmentat damage that

would result. The fourth question was whether there had been consultation

wlth the aboriginals which is fair and complete. The negotiations with the

Northern Flood Committee and the resulting Northern Flood Agreement and

economic development plan would seem to comply with this aspect of the

test.

The Delgamuukw decision32e is authority for the proposition that the

Crown has a fiduciary duty with regard to aboriginal land rights but that the

Crown could act in a unilateral manner to take away rights to particular

property so long as there was a valid reason for doing so. The provincial

ownership of lands, mines, minerals and royalties within provinciat territory

allowed the province to make grants and issue licences in accordance with

its ownership rights.

The legal analysis of the question at hand leads to the conclusion that

there is no firm legal basis for any claim that non status lndians in the

territory in question have legal obligations owed to them by any level of
government. This does not detract from Canada's obligations to address

the economic and social plight of the people involved. Canadian society

may demand that action be taken to alleviate the living conditions of many

of Canada's aboriginal people. However, such obligations should not be

dependent on an improper analysis of the legal situation. Any form of

historical revisionism which tends to distort the correct legal position is a

dangerous precedent to follow. lf obligations to disadvantaged groups in

328 (1991) 79 DLR (4rh) 185 (BCSC)
119931 5 WWR 97 (BCCA)
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Canadian society are based on incorrect legal foundations, once those

foundations are destroyed, the obligations to those groups may be

destroyed with them. The correct legal conclusion is that there is no solid

basis for any obligation to the desendants of squatters in Cross Lake and

Norway House. This must be the start¡ng point for any discussion

concerning present day injustices.
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